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Abstract 

Cell migration plays a key role in many aspects of life, such as wound repair, embryonic 

development, brain plasticity and even in diseases like cancer. Thus, many experiments have 

sought to investigate the intricacies of cell migration, and a range of in vitro cell migration 

assays were developed to accommodate such experiments. The most common assay to date is 

the 2D monolayer wound healing assay, with more recent advancements in 3D cell cultures 

such as the spheroid assay, which better mimics the in vivo conditions and provides more 

physiologically relevant results. Although these assays have been integral to cell migration 

experiments, when analysing the results, only the overall migration has been quantified despite 

there is clear potential for additional analysis to the assays, particularly the regional migration 

analysis. This could provide more insights in migratory patterns and allow for a robust 

assessment of drug treatments in a chemotactic fashion, and finally provide more avenues of 

experimentation in 2D and 3D assays.  

To this extent, the aim of this thesis is to develop a pipeline that can quantify regional migration 

in spheroid assays and other assays such as the wound healing assay. This study developed a 

pipeline that automatically segments migrating edges of cells captured raw images from 

spheroid and wound healing assays via a machine learning approach. Thereafter, the finite 

element method was utilised to quantify both overall and regional migration in the segmented 

images. As a result, the pipeline was able to faithfully represent the treatment trends seen in 

the spheroid assay experiments, and it faithfully capture migration patterns in the phantom 

dataset and the spheroids. Additionally, the pipeline was generalized enough to be able to 

analyse wound healing experiments, albeit with some changes to the pipeline. This will be a 

basis for developing a machine-learning based computational tool for quantitative analysis of 

cell migration. 
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1 General Introduction 

Cell migration is fundamental to many of life’s processes, such as wound repair, embryonic 

development, but to the detriment of the patients in diseases like cancers (Chazal et al., 2000; 

Friedl & Gilmour, 2009; Fu et al., 2019; Kurosaka & Kashina, 2008). Therefore, it has been a 

key interest to study the migration of various cell types in various conditions to better 

understand how cell migration impacts many of these life’s processes. The wound-healing 

assay is one of the most common 2D monolayer in vitro migration assays that investigators 

adopt, due to its high throughput and ease of use (Kramer et al., 2013; Riahi et al., 2012). 

However, recent advancements of 3D culture experiments have allowed researchers to better 

mimic in vivo conditions, such as tissue microstructures and cellular status, both of which can 

impact proliferation and migration (Duval et al., 2017; Kramer et al., 2013). Although these 

models are useful in measuring migration in different formats, most migration analyses assess 

overall migration only. Upon a recent literature survey, I did not find any study that quantified 

regional migration in 2D and 3D models. Regional migration analysis could prove to be very 

useful as it could give more profound insights on migration patterns, more robustly assess the 

effect of drug treatments on cell migration and provide more avenues of experimentation in 2D 

and 3D models. 

This chapter introduces the wound healing and spheroid migration assays, and the common 

analysis techniques used for the associated assays, as well as the potential for new analysis 

techniques. Moreover, finite element (FE) method is introduced as the potential analysis for 

regional migration, and machine learning is introduced as the method of choice to automate 

image boundary segmentation so that the boundary segmentations can be used for FE-based 

analysis. 
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1.1 Wound-healing assay 

The wound-healing assay technique requires an investigator to generate a cell-free region 

through mechanical scratching on a 2D monolayer. As a result, various cellular responses 

occur, such as cellular proliferation and migration (Riahi et al., 2012). The mechanical 

scratching method requires creating multiple scratches in a well of monolayer cells with a 

pipette tip, needle or a razor. Migration is then measured by the rate of re-coverage of the cell-

free region by the migrating cells (Figure 1.1 - A1 and - A2). This method has been used in 

various studies to investigate general cellular migration, as well as cancer cell migration (Bürk, 

1973; Gebäck, Schulz, Koumoutsakos, & Detmar, 2009; Li, Firth, & Putnins, 2009; 

Matsubayashi, Razzell, & Martin, 2011; Xu et al., 2010; Yue, Leung, Mak, & Wong, 2010). It 

is less cumbersome to perform, cost-effective, and considered a high-throughput migration 

assay (Yarrow et al., 2004). 

Although this method is relatively simple, cost-effective and high-throughput, reproducibility 

remains an issue, and cells’ injury could introduce additional confounders into the migration 

of the cells (Kramer et al., 2013). Furthermore, mechanical damage of the cells during the 

scrapping may influence the migration process, as the cellular contents can be released into the 

surroundings (Riahi et al., 2012). Through some recent advancements, Kam and colleagues 

were able to minimise the reproducibility and cell injury issue by developing a stabilised, 

rotating, silicone-tipped drill press to create uniform circular lesions (Kam et al., 2008). 

Cells in the wound healing assays are either stained or unstained and imaged at multiple time 

points for migration analyses. Analysis of wound healing migration assesses the overall 

migration of the cells to cover the cell-free region. In these cases, researchers typically use 

ImageJ or Metamorph analysis (Molecular Devices Corporation, Downingtown, PA) software 

to measure the distance between one side of the scrap and the other or area of the cell-free 

region (Basso et al., 2012; Lind et al., 2006; Riahi et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2011; Yarrow et 
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al., 2004). Interestingly, one literature used the commercially available software, MetaMorph 

software, to measure each cell’s distance travelled by tracking its nucleus (Yang et al., 2011). 

Although the Metamorph software is capable of more advanced analysis, it is not open source 

and costly, while ImageJ is a free and open source, with several plugins (such as TrackMate) 

that enables ImageJ to function similarly to Metamorph.  

 

1.2 Spheroid assay 

Recently, the spheroid assay has emerged in the field of migration studies. This assay combines 

both 2D and 3D technologies to represent both the tissue morphology and cell-cell contacts 

without introducing cell-free regions (Kramer et al., 2013). The formation of spheroids is 

typically used as a metric for tumour growth and viability to test anti-cancer agents (Christman, 

2002; Lee et al., 2016; Nonaka et al., 2014). Moreover, Gudbergsson and colleagues showed 

that the spheroids structure provides a more comprehensive representation of the cells’ 

physiological migration from a tissue-like structure, particularly beneficial in studying tumour 

cell migration, as solid tumours generally grow as a solid mass (Gudbergsson et al., 2019a).  

The spheroid assay begins with the spheres’ attachment on the extracellular matrix (ECM)-

coated cell culture plate surfaces (Figure 1.1 - B1 and - B2). Following attachment, cellular 

migration from the sphere can be influenced by various factors, such as serum (Hong et al., 

2012; Joseph et al., 2015), chemotactic agents (Dziembowska et al., 2005; Filippo et al., 2013), 

,migration inhibitors (Fehlauer et al., 2005; Peiris-Pagès et al., 2018) and extracellular matrix 

(ECM) type and concentration (O’Toole, 2001; Raines, 2001; Wolf & Friedl, 2011). As a 

result, the cell movement can be measured microscopically and at different time-points. This 

assay can be applied to cell types that can form spheroids, such as neural stem cells (Reynolds 

& Weiss, 1992; Uchida et al., 2000), certain embryonic stem cells (Faulkner-Jones et al., 2013; 
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Subramanian et al., 2014), induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) and their organoids 

(Beauchamp et al., 2015; Freedman et al., 2015; Gotoh et al., 2014; Mustata et al., 2013), and 

certain solid tumour cells (Glinka et al., 2012; Gudbergsson et al., 2019a).  

There are reports that studied migration effectively via the spheroid assay. Konduri and 

colleagues utilised this assay to study migration, where they demonstrated that tissue factor 

pathway inhibitor-2 (TFPI-2) expression inhibited prostate cancer cell migration (Konduri et 

al., 2001). Deryugina and Bourdon’s earlier study utilised the spheroid assay on a glioma cell 

line to study glioma cell migration and found that tenascin and extracellular matrix (ECM) 

component are the essential mediator of glioma cell migration (Deryugina & Bourdon, 1996). 

The spheroid assay is analysed in a similar way to the wound healing assay, as the spheres and 

cells are typically unstained and imaged at multiple time points for migration analyses. The 

collective migration of cells in this assay is quantified through measuring and calculating the 

area of cells that have migrated from the sphere (Vinci et al., 2013). Another way to quantify 

overall migration in this assay is to calculate the radial distance that the cells have migrated 

from the sphere and normalise it to the sphere’s mean initial diameter (Deryugina & Bourdon, 

1996).  

Although the analysis techniques were sufficient in quantifying the overall migration in both 

spheroid and wound healing assays, there is a potential in the assay for regional migration 

analysis to gain further insight migration patterns and provide a more robust migration analysis. 

Additionally, it can even open more avenues of experimentation with the same model (i.e. 

regional migration analysis in a spheroid assay undergoing a chemotactic drug treatment). 

Consequently, this would result in a more robust experimentation and could provide novel 

insights into cell migration. The spheroid assay can benefit the most from this due to its 

accurate in vivo representation (Gudbergsson et al., 2019a).  
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One way of analysing regional migration is to create a computational model of the collective 

cell migration shape and measure the morphology changes over time. In computational image 

analysis, morphology changes can be quantified by measuring the amount of deformation 

between original undeformed and deformed states (Bathe, 2014), which is often described as 

strain. This has advantages over other methods that measure quantitative shape features such 

as area and length because the strain-based method allows for more detailed and region-specific 

analysis.
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Figure 1.1. Simple schematic overview of the different types of migration assays. The arrows indicate direction of cell migration. (A1) Schematic of the 

wound healing assay; the monolayer of cells is scratched with a pipette tip and the migration of cells is observed. (A2) Example of scratch assay. (B1) 

Schematic of the spheroid assay; After the multicellular spheroid attaches to the plate, cells begin to migrate away from the spheroid. (B2) Example of 

Spheroid assay. 

 

A1 B1 

Pipette tip 

Wound healing assay Spheroid assay 

Cell-free region Multicellular 

A2 B2 
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1.3 Finite element introduction 

Finite Element (FE) analysis has been the method of choice in various bioengineering related 

problems such as joint biomechanics (Chen et al., 2019; Peña et al., 2006), tissue deformation 

(Nash & Hunter, 2000) and injury prediction (Shim et al., 2020).  FE analysis was also used on 

a micro-scale where Saeed and Weihs simulated a 3D FE cell model and investigated the cell’s 

morphology changes as it underwent uniformly applied compressions (Saeed & Weihs, 2020).  

In the context of using FE methods in cellular studies, the individual cells tended to be 

discretised and modelled (Murphy & Madzvamuse, 2020; Wong & Tang, 2011; J. Zhao et al., 

2017, 2020). The cells are often defined to have an elastic material property and many loading 

and environmental conditions were considered. For example, Zhao and colleagues described 

the cell’s deformation as elastic and accounted for tension and protrusion forces generated by 

the actomyosin fibers in the cell. Furthermore, Zhao and colleagues also accounted and 

modelled for the cellular focal adhesions, resulting in a very accurate simulation of a migrating 

cell (J. Zhao et al., 2020). Similarly, Wong and Tang also described their cell model to be 

elastic. However, they focused more on the cell-substrate interaction as their load and 

environmental factors, which enabled them to study the cellular migration on a rigid substrate 

(Wong & Tang, 2011). Moreover, Gonzalez and Barrutia simulated a collective cell migration 

on a stiff ECM matrix with a focus on the cell-ECM interactions, to investigate whether cell 

polarisation is promoted by the stiffness gradients in the ECM or the propulsion forces were 

influenced by the ECM stiffness (Garcia-Gonzalez & Muñoz-Barrutia, 2020). In another 

example, Elliot and colleagues accounted for the cell-external forces interaction and cell-

chemoattractant interactions in order to simulate a migrating cell encountering obstacles and a 

chemoattractant accurately (Elliott et al., 2012). 
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Although there are many studies that use FE methods to investigate cell migration, all of them 

were simulations of migration, and many of these studies deployed FE analysis tailored to their 

specific purposes, limiting those methods’ applicability to other problems. Furthermore, no FE 

based analysis has been developed to assess the regional cell migration from a tumoursphere 

model. In chapter 1.3.1, the FE method and FE analysis is introduced and shown just how this 

method of analysis can be possible. 
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1.3.1 Finite element principle 

FE analysis is a way of solving physical problems using the numerical technique called finite 

element method (FEM). Typically, FEM requires a physical problem (i.e. a physical structure) 

subjected to some load. Then, the physical problem is idealised into a mathematical model that 

requires certain assumption to be made, such as boundary conditions or geometry, that together 

forms a set of solvable differential equations governing the mathematical model (Bathe, 2014). 

The FE analysis then solves this mathematical model (Figure 1.3).  

When an appropriate set of formulations of equations are used, the FE method can predict the 

deformation of an object depending on the boundary condition applied, which can be expressed 

as strains on the surface. For the case of cell migration, the undeformed and deformed shapes 

can be regarded as the original shape of the cellular aggregate and the migrated shape. The 

resulting strain from these two can be related as the migration magnitude of the cells. Therefore, 

understanding the basis of FE analysis procedure is critical for designing a migration analyses 

system around it. 

The FE procedure consists of three steps:  

1.) Finite element mesh generation 

The shape is divided into a finite number of smaller elements representing the shape, which 

will allow for numerical techniques to solve complex differential equations. The division of 

the shape generates a mesh of smaller elements as a result, which is called the finite element 

mesh.  

2.) Defining loading and boundary conditions 

The shape change, or more generally the deformation of the original shape, will be dictated by 

the loading and boundary conditions applied to the mesh but will also be defined by material 

properties of the object. The appropriate equations for the model are applied. 
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3.) FEA and post-processing 

The set of equations defined previously are solved in this step. Thus, the results describe the 

change in shape by describing the displacement of the nodes in the mesh as it changes. 

Visualisation and data analysis will complete the process. 

 

Figure 1.2. A summary of the finite element analysis as described by Bathe (2014). 
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1.4 Machine Learning introduction 

Machine learning (ML) is an emerging advancement in the field of biomedical research. It is a 

process by which a training dataset is fed to a machine learning algorithm, and the inputs are 

statistically linked to the outputs. As a result, a relationship or pattern can be modelled through 

the links formed in the algorithm without biased assumptions (Carbonell et al., 2019), which 

can benefit pattern-based analyses. Furthermore, pattern-based analysis, particularly with 

large-scale datasets, can benefit significantly from the semi-automation that a trained ML 

model can provide (Shirazi et al., 2017; Sommer & Gerlich, 2013).  

ML’s unbiased nature of pattern recognition is often used for many classification/recognition 

or prediction tasks (Takamatsu et al., 2019; Y. Wang et al., 2020). For example, Hashem and 

colleagues identified factors such as age, alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), alkaline phosphate (AP), 

albumin, and total bilirubin, were statistically associated with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 

and leveraged the unbiased pattern recognition of ML to develop a prediction model for HCC. 

As a result, Hashem and colleagues achieved a high accuracy of HCC diagnoses using their 

prediction model (Hashem et al., 2020). In another example, Campbell and colleagues 

challenged that identification of resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI)-based biomarkers for the level 

of consciousness in patients with disorders of consciousness is lacking. In Campbell and 

colleagues’ study, they extracted local activity features, regional homogeneity, and 

interregional functional activity from patients’ fMRI images. They applied their ML model to 

discriminate between unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS) and healthy controls with 

higher accuracy (J. M. Campbell et al., 2020). Overall, ML models have been utilised in various 

ways to determine patterns and make predictions in the field of biomedicine  through the use 

of either a numerical dataset (Hashem et al., 2020), or an image dataset (J. M. Campbell et al., 

2020). 
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Once an ML model is trained, it presents an advantage of semi-automation as supervision is no 

longer required for the ML model to make informed and unbiased analysis (Shirazi et al., 2017; 

Sommer & Gerlich, 2013).  In particular, several trained models have been developed to allow 

for semi-automated or even automated microscopy segmentation that provides a less tedious 

analysis experience, such as Usiigaci (Tsai et al., 2019) and U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015). 

Usiigaci is an ML-based, instance-aware cell segmentation and cell tracking program 

developed by Tsai and colleagues, intending to provide a program for biologists to track and 

segment their cells free of labelling stains (Tsai et al., 2019). In their study, Tsai and colleagues 

reported that Usiigaci was able to segment and tracked the electrotaxis of fibroblasts very 

effectively and accurately (Tsai et al., 2019). Similarly, Ronneberger and colleagues reported 

that their ML model, named U-Net, segmented and tracked stain-free HeLa cells quickly and 

accurately; consequently winning the ISBI cell tracking challenge in 2015 (Ronneberger et al., 

2015). In this thesis, ML-based segmentation of a group of cells is the main interest. 
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1.4.1 Machine learning core principle 

ML-based cell segmentation is a supervised learning process, which requires a training set of 

raw images and a corresponding set of labelled images of segmented cells. The raw and labelled 

image pairs are fed into a neural network comprised of layers; raw images are provided into 

the input layer whilst the paired labelled images are fed into the output layer of the neural 

network. The neural network’s intermediary layers will endeavour to recognise the underlying 

pattern between the input and output layers (Abdi, 1994).   

The artificial neural network (ANN) architecture (also known as a perceptron) layers consist 

of many nodal units and synaptic units within hidden layers, with each unit type possessing a 

unique function (Figure 1.4): 

• Nodal unit 

The nodal unit requires a feature or a stimulus to reach a specific threshold to activate it. If 

stimulated, the nodal unit will activate and signal via a synaptic unit to the next node. This unit 

is analogous to a neuron in a brain and is often referred to as a neuron node. 

• Synaptic unit 

The synaptic carries a “weighting” applied to an incoming signal from a node that will alter the 

signal’s stimulus strength. The weighting of the synaptic unit determines whether the next 

connected node will be activated or not. 
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The interaction of the nodal and synaptic unit can be mathematically constructed (Abdi, 1994) 

as 

𝑛𝑏 =  ∑ 𝑛𝑎𝑤𝑎,𝑏

𝑎

[1] 

in which 

• 𝑛𝑏 is the activation of the 𝑏-th output of the node 

• 𝑛𝑎 is the activation-state of the 𝑎-th output of the node 

• 𝑤𝑎,𝑏 is the value of the synaptic weight connecting the 𝑎-th and 𝑏-th node 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Diagram of a basic neural network. Nodal units are interconnected with synaptic units 

with their corresponding synaptic weights that influences the activation states of the nodal units. 
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The nodal units often receive multiple weights that will influence its activation state. 

Furthermore, a nodal unit’s activation state is governed by an activation function that 

determines the output of nodal unit. The two activation functions of interests are the sigmoid 

and the rectified linear units (ReLU) activation functions: 

• Sigmoid function will only produce output numbers between 0 and 1 and is most useful 

with datasets that are binary in nature (between 0 and 1). It is one of the common 

activation functions (Sibi et al., 2013). 

• ReLU function will produce a an output of 0 (f(x) = 0) when the input is less than 0 (x 

< 0) but will produce a linear function (f(x) = x) when the input is more than 0 (x > 0) 

(Agarap, 2018). This is commonly used in more complex neural networks such as deep 

neural networks (Eckle & Schmidt-Hieber, 2019). 
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1.4.2 Image segmentation using machine learning  

Image segmentation, particularly with the collective migration of cells, is a key focus in this 

thesis. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are utilised for image segmentation (Gu et al., 

2018). Like traditional ANNs, CNNs are comprised of neuron nodes with corresponding 

weights that self-optimise through multiple training sessions. Traditional ANNs tend to 

struggle to process complexity of an image dataset whereas CNNs do not (Albawi et al., 2017; 

O’Shea & Nash, 2015). If a traditional ANN is presented with a coloured image 32 × 32 × 3 in 

size, a node in the first hidden layer will receive a total of 3072 synaptic weights from every 

colour-coded pixel for one node. Multiple nodes will be needed to extract meaningful features. 

A CNN will process local regions (i.e., patches) of the image instead, resulting in a significantly 

lower neuron and weight count, making it a more efficient option to process image datasets. 

Input image 

Filter window 

Filter layers 

Figure 1.4. Example schematic of the function of a convolutional layer. Regions of input image are 

subjected to an array of filters through a filter window and processed. Arrow denotes the direction of 

the filter window glide. 
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The most considerable difference between a traditional ANN architecture and a CNN 

architecture is the convolutional layer, where sub-areas of the input image are analysed. 

Additional sublayers can be added to introduce new filters to the sub-area, so the features 

convolved and extracted to create a feature map (P. Kim, 2017). Additionally, these filter 

windows glide along the input image to process all the sub-areas (Figure 1.5)(Yamashita et al., 

2018). The filter window size is also known as the kernel size. 

As the kernel window glides along the input image, the processing sublayers with highly 

overlapping regions will increase the complexity of the architecture (Albawi et al., 2017). 

Strides are applied to reduce such complexity by managing and optimising the amount of 

overlap produced the filter window glides and process the subareas (Albawi et al., 2017; Wu, 

2017) (Figure 1.6). 

 

Figure 1.5. Stride 2: A 4 × 4 kernel window gliding 2 units across a 7 × 7 input image. A column 

of input is lost as the kernel window cannot move outside of the input with the given stride. 

Stride 2 
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Kernel windows cannot move out of the input image, and sometimes information can be lost 

as a result due to stride limiting kernel window from analysing the borders of the image (Figure 

1.6), padding the image with 0 values around the border will allow the kernel window to slide 

into the border and capture the borders (Figure 1.7) (Simard et al., 2003). This, thus, retains the 

same spatial dimension between the layer input and output. 

 

As images datasets can be very complex, the convolutional layers will become proportionately 

complex. To further reduce the dimensionality and computational complexity of the 

architecture, the convolved image data from the convolutional layers are pooled, similarly to 

how pixels are binned in images (Sainath et al., 2013)(Figure 8). It is important to note that 

striding and pooling are modifiable values that will affect the features extracted and patterns 

recognised. 

 

Figure 1.6. The right border of input image is padded with 0’s to allow for the kernel window to 

glide with a stride of 2 and capture the border features. 
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After the convolutional layers and pooling layers are applied, fully-connected layers are used 

to classify the features extracted previously, and patterns will be recognised after training as a 

result. This layer bears a resemblance to the traditional ANN with regards to the structure and 

function. Figure 1.9 illustrates a simple CNN architecture with all the main layers put together. 

 

Figure 1.8. Simple illustration of a basic CNN architecture, comprising of several convolution and 

pooling layers, followed by dense, fully-connected layers. 

Figure 1.7. Convolved image values from a 4 × 4 image slice are max-pooled with a 2 × 2 filter with 

a stride of 2. This results in a down-sampled output image slice of 2 × 2. 
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1.5 Thesis Outline 

Analysis of migration assays prominently assess the overall migration of the cells, but regional 

migration analysis has not been done before. Regional migration could give a more in-depth 

perspective of migration patterns whilst introducing more avenues of experimentation in 2D 

and 3D migration models. Consequently, it can provide a more robust analysis output and 

potentially offer deeper insights into the interactions between cells migration and varying 

factors. 

Therefore, this thesis’ main scope is to develop a pipeline utilising the FE method to analyse 

regional migration 3D spheroid migration model. The secondary objective is that the pipeline 

should be flexible in analysing 2D wound-healing and 3D spheroid migration. The additional 

aim is to semi-automate and improve the pipeline’s robustness by applying an ML-based 

segmentation model. Ultimately, this thesis will provide a basis for more meaningful migration 

analysis that could process high-throughput data, which will lead to more novel insights into 

various migration studies. 
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2 General Methods 

The experiments used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 share the methodologies described in this 

chapter. 

2.1 Tissue Sources 

All experiments were conducted with ethical approval by the University of Auckland Human 

Participants Ethics and the Northern Regional Ethics Committee. The primary cells used in all 

the experiments were obtained with consent from patients undergoing tumour resection surgery 

at Auckland City Hospital. Table 2.1 summarises these cases, grade and pathology. 

Table 2.1. List of all tissue sample 

Case Number Pathology Grade 

T84 GBM IV 

T115 GBM IV 

 

2.2 Primary human cell culturing and plating 

The tumour-initiating cells (TICs) derived from the tissue sample were cultured in T75 flasks 

containing 10 mL growth factor (GF) stem cell media (DMEM/F12 (Gibco), 1% Penicillin-

Streptomycin (Gibco), 1% Glutamax (Invitrogen), 2% B-27 without vitamin A (Invitrogen)) 

which was supplemented with 2 µg Heparin (Sigma), 50 ng/mL EGF (Invitrogen) and 50 

ng/mL FGF (Invitrogen). They were incubated at 37 °C with 95% air, 5% CO2. Media changes 

were performed every 2-3 days. 

TICs were harvested for passaging and experimentation when approximately 90% of 

confluency was achieved in a T75 cell culture flask. Firstly, media was removed, and 3 mL of 

Accutase was added and then incubated at 37 °C with 95% air, 5% CO2 for 5 minutes to allow 
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for cell detachment. The cells were checked under a light microscope and firmly tapped to 

ensure successful detachment. Following the incubation, another 3 mL of Accutase was added 

into the flask, and the total volume was transferred into a 50 mL FalconTM tube. The tube was 

gently swirled in a 37 °C water bath for five minutes before 6 mL of stem cell media was added 

into the tube to dilute the Accutase. The resulting solution was gently triturated and then 

centrifuged at 130 x g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was 

resuspended in 5 mL of GF supplemented stem cell media (for GF conditioned experiments). 

Cell count and viability were performed using Trypan Blue solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

2.2.1 Monolayer cell plating for wound healing assay 

The cells were then plated at approximately 100,000 viable cells per well in Matrigel-coated 

(1:40 dilution) 96-well plates for monolayer experiments. The cells were incubated at 37 °C 

with 95% air, 5% CO2 for 72 hours until the cells reach approximately 90% confluency in the 

well, before they were subjected to experimental paradigms. After incubation, a 1000 µL 

pipette tip was used to scratch the confluent culture down the centre of the wells. This was 

immediately followed up with full media changes to avoid debris re-adherence to the scratch 

site. 

2.2.2 Tumoursphere plating for spheroid assays 

In order to generate tumourspheres, TICs were plated at 5000 cells/well in a U-shaped sphere-

forming 96-well plate (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Once plated, the cells were incubated at 37 

°C with 95% air, 5% CO2 and cultured for 72 hours to ensure proper cell adhesion and sphere 

formation prior to any experiments. 

After this sphere-forming period, TIC spheres were extracted from the wells along with 100 

µL of the media in the well into either a Matrigel-coated 12-well plate (for live imaging; 1-2 

spheres per well) and Matrigel-coated 24-well plate (for RNA and protein extraction; 10-14 
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spheres per well). The plated spheres were then incubated at 37 °C with 95% air, 5% CO2 for 

approximately 2-3 hours to ensure successful sphere adherence to the Matrigel-coated plate. 

Following adherence, fresh stem cell media was added into each well. The total volume per 

well in a 12-well plate should be 700 µL, while the total volume per well in a 24-well plate 

should be 400 µL. 

2.3 Drug Treatments 

Before any drug treatments, the media of the plated cells were subjected to a half media change. 

This was achieved by removing 50 µL of media from each well and replacing with 50 µL of 

fresh stem cell media. The plates were then incubated at 37 °C with 95% air, 5% CO2 for 24 

hours prior to drug treatments. The wells were then treated with Treatment B and Treatment C. 

The treatments are under a non-disclosure agreement at the time of writing this thesis. 

2.4 Live Cell Imaging 

After the drug treatments, the plate was transferred to the temperature, and CO2-controlled Live 

Cell Microscope Incubator (Zeiss XL-3 stage incubation chamber) fitted with Axiovert 200 M 

motorised inverted microscope and AxioCam MRm digital camera (Zeiss). The temperature 

and CO2 levels were maintained at 37 °C and 5% respectively within the chamber. Dishes were 

filled with MilliQ water beneath the microscope stage to prevent excessive evaporation. The 

microscope magnification was maintained at 10× with 0.25 bright-field images using A-plan 

every 20 minutes using the AxioVision program associated with the imaging suite (Zeiss). 

Colour and exposure settings were set at Black and White settings to ensure a clear distinction 

and focus of migrating cells.  
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2.5 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software Inc.). All 

graphs created from GraphPad Prism 8 were displayed as means ± standard error of 

measurement (SEM). Statistical significance was set at p <0.05. Two-way ANOVA with 

Dunnet’s post-test group comparison was completed. Correlation analyses were conducted 

using the William Pearson Correlation analysis. 

Radar charts were created from Microsoft Excel, with all datapoints showing the mean value. 

Unfortunately, the program was unable to display the SEM measurements of the mean values 

in the radar charts. 
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3 FE-based analysis of tumourspheres with CMISS 

3.1 Introduction and proposed pipeline 

The main objective of this chapter is to establish a pipeline utilising FE-based analysis and use 

it to quantify regional migration in a migrating tumoursphere. The goal of this development 

was to lay the foundation for future regional migration analysis tumoursphere studies. As this 

method of measuring the migration of tumoursphere cells had not been attempted, many 

processes of this pipeline had to be designed and optimised. This chapter will outline the 

processes of this system, the optimisation steps implemented, and the validations conducted, 

to ensure a fully functioning pipeline. 

The program of choice to establish the FE-based regional analysis pipeline in this project is 

CMISS (Continuum Mechanics, Image analysis, Signal processing and System identification) 

, as it is an in-house open-source finite element software developed at the Auckland 

Bioengineering Institute that can perform all three steps of the FEA procedure (opencmiss.org). 

CMISS is an efficient and potent tool developed to solve complex bioengineering problems 

with significant changes in shapes. Although CMISS does not include the meshing capability, 

meaning that meshes need to be generated separately and imported using the graphical front of 

CMISS known as CMGUI, the code-based operation of CMISS allows for high adaptability to 

different use cases, making this software versatile and flexible for different applications.  

Initially, the segmented boundaries of tumoursphere were needed for mesh generation. Then a 

template FE mesh was fitted to the tumoursphere boundary and especially, the migration 

boundary. The main idea is to use FEA parameters, especially strains, to calculate the extent 

of cell migration from one time-point to another by utilising the displacement of the fitted 

nodes from the two time-points (Figure 2). The material property of the model throughout the 

FE analysis was assumed to be a simple hyperelastic property. This would be needed to perform 
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FE analysis but ultimately inconsequential, as the deformed state of the physical problem (the 

tumoursphere) was already defined (migrated tumoursphere at a later timepoint).  

Therefore, the idea of this pipeline is to have two phases: The boundary-fitting phase, and the 

FE phase. During the boundary preparation phase, the tumoursphere spheroid boundary and its 

migration boundary would be clearly drawn and extracted (Figure 3.1 – A and – B) before the 

mesh was fitted onto boundary drawings (Figure 3.1 – C). The second phase involves 

prescribing the node displacements of the deformed mesh (migrating tumoursphere at the next 

timepoint) to the corresponding nodes of the undeformed mesh (migrating tumoursphere at the 

previous timepoint) (Figure 3.1 – E). Finally, CMISS can calculate the migration magnitude 

after the nodal displacements are prescribed (Figure 3.1 – F). 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the proposed regional migration analysis system using CMISS 
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3.2 Boundary fitting phase 

First, the boundaries were drawn on the spheroid and migration boundaries using ImageJ. As 

illustrated in Figure 3.1 - A, the boundary of the tumoursphere spheroid was determined by the 

densest-looking mass in the image. The migrating cells that just migrated away from the sphere, 

as imaged as bright cells around the sphere, were not considered to be a part of the sphere 

(Figure 3.2 - A). The outer-most migrating cells in the images that were part of the collective 

mass of migrated cells were included inside the migration boundary, while the migrating cells 

that have migrated too far from the collective mass of migrated cells were not included in the 

boundary (Figure 3.2 - A). 
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Figure 3.2. An illustration of a sphere being imaged and processed to fit a mesh in CMISS. (A) boundaries were hand-drawn on the tumoursphere and migration boundaries. (B) 

ImageJ was then used to threshold the image until only the boundaries remained. (C) After file conversion, a mesh containing nodes was fitted onto the boundaries with CMISS 
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Once the boundaries were drawn, the images were thresholded until only the white drawn 

boundaries on a black background remained (Figure 3.2 - B). The processed image was saved 

as a text file containing the values of the pixel intensity. This was converted into a CMISS-

readable ipdata file with a custom java executable (Appendix A) to create clouds of data points 

to which the reference mesh (Figure 3.3) were deformed using the least square fit algorithm 

(Fernandez et al., 2004) (Appendix B). This algorithm orthogonally projects the clouds of data 

points to the surface of the mesh and then creates an objective function that minimises the 

distance between the data points and the mesh as the following (Equation 3.1) 

𝐹(𝑢𝑛) = ∑ ‖𝑢(𝜉1𝑑, 𝜉2𝑑) − 𝑧𝑑‖2𝑛
𝑑=1 + 𝐹𝑠(𝑢𝑛)     [3.1] 

Where zd are the coordinates of data points and 𝜉1𝑑 , 𝜉2𝑑  are the results of the orthogonal 

projection of data points to the surface of the mesh. 𝐹𝑠 is the penalty function which ensures 

the geometric smoothness of the mesh. The expression of the penalty function is given in 

Equation 3.2: 

𝐹𝑠(𝑢𝑛) =  ∫ ∫ {∝1 ‖
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
‖

2

+ ∝2 ‖
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
‖

2

+ ∝3 ‖
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
‖

2

+ ∝4 ‖
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
‖

2

+∝5 ‖
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
‖

2

} 𝑑𝜉1𝑑𝜉2
1

0

1

0
 [3.2] 

Where ∝𝑖 (i = 1…5) are penalty parameters. Each of these terms has a distinct effect on the 

final shape of the fitted mesh; ∝1 and ∝2 terms control arc-length, while ∝3 and ∝4 control the 

arc-curvature in the 𝜉1  and 𝜉2  directions, respectively. This resulted in a mesh that closely 

resembled the boundary drawings (Figure 3.2 – C). 
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One limitation of this mesh morphing technique was that it was not able to capture the outlined 

lamellipodia of migrating cells as it led to geometrically unstable mesh with a large root mean 

squared (RMS) fit error. In Figure 3.4 - A, the example of a high-resolution boundary outline 

that encapsulated the lamellipodia of the cells was not precisely fitted in CMISS, and the 

resultant RMS error of this fitting was approximately 2.5 (Figure 3.4 - A) This issue was 

mitigated by outlining of the general migration area in the tumoursphere (Figure 3.4 - B), 

resulting in the proper fitting of the mesh to the boundaries with an RMS error of below 0.2 

Figure 3.3. Reference mesh containing nodes that was used to fit all the boundary images. 
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(Figure 3.4 - B), which was more favourable. This also allowed for the focus to be shifted 

towards more global changes rather than local movements. Hence, future boundary outlining, 

and mesh fittings were checked for their RMS errors and visually checked to ensure proper 

mesh fitting. 
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Figure 3.4. Illustration of a well fitted mesh and a poorly fitted mesh. (A) Highly accurate and (B) general area boundary drawing was processed in Image J to 

leave only boundary. The highly accurate and general boundary drawing and were then fitted with a mesh in CMISS and their root mean squared (RMS) errors were 

evaluated. 
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The current project generated 2D images only, but 3D meshes were used for the pipeline as I 

anticipate a 3D use-case (i.e. MRI images) in the future. Therefore, this raised the need to align 

the top and bottom faces of the 3D mesh. Failure to do so led to skewed meshes that did not 

represent the drawn boundaries (Figure 3.5 - B). This could pose a problem as the misaligned 

meshes may influence the quantification of its migration rate; therefore, the top and bottom 

faces were aligned and checked with CMISS (Figure 3.5 - A) (Appendix C). The completed 

and aligned meshes were then ready for node displacement calculation and migration 

magnitude quantification, thus completing the boundary-meshing phase. 
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Figure 3.5. An example of a misaligned mesh and an aligned mesh. The misaligned mesh (B) show that the top and bottom faces not aligned as indicated skewed 

lines (denoted the blue arrows) connecting the top and bottom layers. After alignment, the connecting lines are no longer slanted and thus, the mesh is now aligned 

(A). 
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3.3 Finite element phase 

The FE phase involved prescribing nodal displacements of the tumoursphere meshes from the 

two time points and subsequent FE analysis to extract the migration magnitude values by 

quantifying the deformation between the meshes. The nodal displacement calculations were 

calculated via a perl script (Appendix D), while the FE analyses were handled by CMISS 

(Appendix E). The changes in the migrating areas can be obtained by solving the governing 

equation that describes the deformation of an object at different time points. This was achieved 

by solving the static Cauchy equation (Equation 3.3): 

𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+  𝜌 ∙ 𝑏𝑖 = 0 ∶ 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1. .3                  [3.3] 

Where 𝜎𝑖𝑗  are the Cauchy stress tensor components, 𝑥𝑗  are spatial coordinates. 𝑏𝑗  are body 

force components, and 𝜌 is the soft tissue density; both variables were neglected in this case.  

To quantify the migration rates, displacement boundary conditions were used as the migration 

pattern of the cells was already known from the images at different time points. This prescribed 

the nodal positions at each time point and our finite element solver computed for the remaining 

degrees of freedom.  Then the change in the migration pattern was analysed using strain, which 

was calculated in the form of Lagrangian strain using the theory of finite deformation elasticity 

as in our previous study (J. J. Kim et al., 2016). The strain between original and deformed (i.e. 

time lapsed ) meshes was computed using the deformation gradient tensor between the two, 

which is quantified by measuring the change in length of material segments (J. J. Kim et al., 

2016). Given a material vector in the undeformed state (dX) which is mapped to the deformed 

state (dx), the gradient deformation tensor (F) is defined as the following (Equation 3.4): 

𝐅 =
𝑑𝒙

𝑑𝑿
                   [3.4] 
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Strain in a deformed mesh is determined by measuring segment length changes, which is done 

by computing the square length (ds2) for the deformed segment dx giving (Equation 3.5): 

𝑑𝑠2 = 𝑑𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑖 = 𝑑𝒙𝑇𝑑𝒙 = (𝑭𝒅𝑿)𝑻𝑭𝒅𝑿 = 𝑑𝑿𝑇𝑭𝑇𝑭𝑑𝑿 = 𝑑𝑿𝑇𝑪𝑑𝑿      [3.5] 

From this, we calculate the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (Equation 3.6): 

𝑪 = 𝑭𝑇𝑭               [3.6] 

Finally, using the deformation, we derive the Lagrangian finite strain tensor (Equation 3.7): 

𝑬 =
(𝑪−𝑰)

2
                [3.7] 
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The cell deformation and internal strain patterns in tumoursphere at each time point were 

described with the final Lagrangian strain tensor. I used the maximum principal strain from the 

final deformed mesh to describe the migration magnitude, which is unitless (Figure 3.6).  

 

Figure 3.6. Visualization of migration magnitude that CMISS quantified. The heat map indicates the 

magnitude of the migration magnitude at different locations in the area (Red indicates highest migration 

magnitude while blue indicates the lowest migration magnitude).  
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3.4 CMISS pipeline on tumoursphere spheroid assays 

3.4.1 ImageJ vs FE-based area analysis 

The rate and the overall area of migration are key metrics analysed in cellular migration 

experiments. When involving the migration from spheroid structures, such as tumourspheres, 

ImageJ area calculation has often been employed to measure these parameters. The aim of this 

section was to validate the FE analysis’ capability to achieve the level of accuracy offered by 

these standard methods of analysis. In order to validate the analysis, the tumoursphere 

migration rate and overall area were assessed using both the established ImageJ protocols and 

our FE analysis protocol (Figure 3.8). 

Figure 3.7 showed ImageJ and FE area analysis of two migrating tumoursphere repeats. The 

correlation analysis between ImageJ and FE areas showed very high Pearson correlation, with 

an R2 of 0.9917 in tumoursphere repeat 1, and R2 of 0.9835 in tumoursphere repeat 2 (Figure 

3.8 A-2 and B-2 respectively). This confirms the accuracy of area analysis done by FE based 

method. 
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Figure 3.8. Processing of a representative tumoursphere sample for ImageJ and FE model images. 

Area measurement using ImageJ was achieved by identifying the boundaries using the magic wand tool 

on thresholded images. FE area analysis required a Free Hand boundary region before it was imported 

into our FE analysis software as a mesh and the area was measured. White scale bar 250 µm. 

 

Figure 3.7. Changes in area measured in ImageJ and FE analysis correlated very highly with each 

other. Overall area was measured using ImageJ and our FE based method over 24 hours in 6 hour 

increments on two migrating tumoursphere repeats (A1 and B1). The areas were correlated using the 

William Pearson Correlation analysis in Graphpad Prism 8 and the R2 was measured (A2 and B2). 
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3.4.2 FE-based regional migration analysis 

The key purpose of this pipeline is its ability to quantify migration, and the main objective of 

this section was to investigate how faithfully the pipeline can represent the migration patterns 

observed in tumourspheres. The phantom dataset of a tumoursphere migration with clear 

rightward migration was used. The analysis method was further applied to a real tumoursphere 

sample with a more nuanced migration to evaluate its effectiveness in a real-life example. 

Figure 3.9 illustrates the preferential rightward migration of the phantom data, which is 

visualised by the red data points in Figure 3.9 - A2. The data points were segmented into 60˚ 

quantifiable regions, with significantly greater migration magnitude detected in the 120˚ 

segment throughout the four time points (p<0.0001) when compared to all other segments 

(Figure 3.9 - B). The ability to delineate and measure regional migration rates are illustrated in 

Figure 3.9 - C. For example, the rate at which the 120˚ segment migrated was significantly 

higher during the first time-point (p<0.0001), which faithfully represented the phantom data is 

analysed (Figure 3.9 - A2). Overall, the phantom data results allowed for optimisation and 

validation of the FE-based approach to quantify regional migration. 
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Figure 3.9. The FE-based pipeline accurately quantified regional migration of the phantom data. The phantom data mesh (A1) was utilised in the pipeline to 

quantify the migration magnitude over time which was visualised in the migration map (Red indicates high migration magnitude while blue indicates minimal migration 

magnitude; A2). Data points in the migration map were segmented in 60˚ increments and averaged, before they were plotted and compared against each other (B). 

Every segment at each timepoint were compared against the 120˚ segment and statistical significance was assessed via Two-way ANOVA test with Dunnett’s post-

test; ****p<0.0001 all segments versus 120˚ segment (B). Migration rate was calculated by finding the difference in migration magnitudes between the current 

timepoint and the previous timepoint, and the difference was divided by the time that has passed between the two timepoints (C). 

 

 

A1 

A2 

B 
C 
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In Figure 3.10, the tumoursphere exhibited an unexpected protrusion of cells on the right side, 

which did not migrate as much as the rest of the tumoursphere throughout the first 24 hours. 

Quantification of the tumoursphere migration showed a relatively low migration magnitude at 

the 120˚ segment (Figure 3.10 - B), which corresponded to the lack of migration in the area of 

cellular protrusion. Moreover, the migration distance of the 120˚ segment was significantly 

lower than all other segments throughout the 24 hours (Figure 3.10 - B), while the migration 

rate was significantly lower than all other segments in the first 6 hours (Figure 3.10 - C). 

However, only the 120˚ segment showed a steady increase in migration rate over the first 12 

hours while all other segments decreased over the same period (Figure 3.10 - C). Overall, our 

FE-based approach was able to detect and quantify the variations in a sphere shape and 

migration patterns of cells from live tumourspheres.  
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Figure 3.10. FE-based analysis was capable of detecting and quantifying the nuanced migration. The images of the migrating tumoursphere were taken 

every 6 hours for 24 hours (A1) and were analysed by our FE models to produce the migration maps (Red indicates high migration magnitude while blue 

indicates minimal migration magnitude; A2). The data points from the migration maps were averaged, plotted in segments to assess the regional migration of 

the tumoursphere. Every segment at each timepoint were compared against the 120˚ segment and statistical significance was assessed via Two-way ANOVA 

test with Dunnett’s post-test; **p<0.005, ***p<0.0005, ****p<0.0001 all segments versus 120˚ segment, and different *p from different segment comparisons 

are outlined in the graph (B). Migration rate was calculated by finding the difference in migration magnitudes between the current timepoint and the previous 

timepoint, and the difference was divided by the time that has passed between the two timepoints (C). White scale bar represents 250 µm. 
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3.5 Discussion 

In this chapter, an FE-based regional migration analysis pipeline was able to measure the area 

changes, as well as the directionalities of the change in a tumoursphere model. The pipeline’s 

results were highly comparable to the area changes measured by ImageJ - a standard tool used 

by many investigators to assess the overall cellular migration. Furthermore, the strength of the 

FE-based method is in its ability to analyse regional migration in tumourspheres, as the 

migration magnitudes of the FE tumoursphere model faithfully represented to the migration 

pattern of phantom data and actual experimental results. At the time of writing the thesis, this 

type of regional analysis is not possible using ImageJ. 

The pipeline was able to section the tumoursphere into any desired segments during my 

analyses. This allowed the investigation of migration from different radial regions of the sphere 

that could detect and quantify non-uniform migratory patterns that could have been missed 

using conventional overall area change models. Furthermore, the current pipeline involves the 

segmentation of raw images into boundary lines and the fitting of a mesh onto the boundary 

lines, therefore broadening the applications for this pipeline. For example, this pipeline can be 

applied to other migration models such as wound-healing/scratch assays (Belkacemi et al., 

2019; Fronza et al., 2009; Pinto et al., 2019; Zubair et al., 2012), as the boundary of migration 

can be defined, and a mesh can be constructed and overlayed. For instance, Zepecki observed 

that Lck-inhibition in tumoursphere cells resulted in reduced cellular migration when compared 

to the controls (Zepecki et al., 2019). Additionally, Zepecki and colleagues analysed the tumour 

growth in a 3D brain reconstruction of a growing tumour within a mouse’s brain using 

Neurolucida explorer (MBF Biosciences) (Zepecki et al., 2019). Hypothetically, these 

observations could be analysed using the pipeline to provide a quantifiable measure of 

migration, both in vitro and in vivo. Moreover, all tumoursphere migration analyses from a 

recent literature survey revealed that only the overall migration area was used to quantify 
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tumoursphere migration propensity (Deryugina & Bourdon, 1996; Gudbergsson et al., 2019a; 

Vinci et al., 2013). The pipeline can include additional analysis modes, such as overall 

migration rate and more importantly, regional migration magnitude. As a result, this can 

provide a deep, and potentially, novel insight into migration patterns of cells, especially in 

response to migration modifying agents, such as extracellular matrix and cell surface 

modifications (Franceschini et al., 2004; Itoh, 2006; Vitry et al., 2001; Webb et al., 2017), 

chemotactic agents (Badolato et al., 1994; Li et al., 2017; Marquez-Curtis & Janowska-

Wieczorek, 2013; M. Zhao et al., 1996) and small molecular agents (Daga et al., 2019; Huang 

et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2018).  

Although the pipeline shows promise in analysing regional migration in spheroid models, there 

are areas where improvements are required. First, the current pipeline requires manual 

processing of the images, which hinders the efficiency and scalability of the method. Second, 

FE-based methods are not widely used to analyse cellular/molecular biological processes; 

hence it may be difficult for users without prior experience in FE analysis to apply the method 

to their studies. Secondly, the multiple steps required to execute the entire pipeline has not been 

integrated into a single streamlined process, hence making it more complicated for users 

without experience in scripting languages. Lastly, CMISS was operated in a Linux operating 

system (OS) environment, which may be less accessible to users since Windows and Mac OS 

environments are more accessible and easier to use. Some of these issues can be addressed by 

uniting many of the pipeline’s steps under one programming language such as Python, since 

OpenCV, tensorflow and FE modules in Python are capable of accomplishing many if not all 

of the steps in the current pipeline. Additionally, a program made under one programming 

language will be more accessible to the broader audience and will be more integrated than the 

existing pipeline. Additionally, automated segmentation such as ML-based segmentation 

should be considered to increase the overall efficiency and scalability of the pipeline. There are 
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several ML-based segmentation such as U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015), Usiigaci (Tsai et al., 

2019) and DeLTA (Lugagne et al., 2020) that can segment cells in an automated fashion. This 

will be explored further in Chapter 4. 

In conclusion, we have developed a novel customisable FE-based analysis algorithm that can 

be used to detect regional changes in cellular migration and accurately quantify various 

migratory matrices. This can pave the way for more automated analyses of brain tumour 

migration patterns both in in vitro experiments and in vivo medical images. 
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4 Improving the FE-based analysis pipeline 

4.1 Introduction 

Previously, the CMISS FEM based pipeline was able to faithfully represent the migration 

patterns that were visually observed in the phantom and real-world tumoursphere data. 

However, the pipeline was tedious as it required multiple checkpoints to ensure a smooth and 

error-free operation. Additionally, the user must be familiar with the Linux environment, Java 

scripting and Perl shell-scripting to be able to operate the pipeline effectively. Therefore, the 

aim of this chapter is to create a new pipeline that is more streamlined and accessible to a wider 

audience. 

In the new pipeline, the aim is to design the processes with the Python programming language, 

as it is accessible to the public and relatively easy to be understood compared to other 

programming languages such as Java or C. Additionally, unlike Linux OS, the Python 

programming language is available in all operating systems. To further streamline the pipeline, 

the use of machine learning (ML) tools to segment image data will alleviate much of the labour 

to identify the tumoursphere migration boundary. Overall, Figure 4.1 illustrates the general 

processes of the new pipeline, which comprises of 3 main processes: 

A. Image segmentation phase. Boundary images are prepared from the machine learned 

segmentation of raw images, and a reference mesh is then produced to fit into the initial 

boundary. 

B. Meshing phase. A 3-step procedure, starting with fitting the template mesh into the 

initial boundary, followed with the fitted mesh’s deformation into the boundary of the 

next time point using FE analysis. Subsequent meshes are deformed in the order of their 

boundary time points. 
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C. Analysis phase. The deformed meshes are solved via FEM based analysis and migration 

data is extracted to be processed. 

The main objectives of the new pipeline are to faithfully represent the migration trends in 

tumourspheres and to analyse the inside migration patterns. The secondary objective is to create 

a pipeline that is adaptable and flexible to different experimental assays.
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Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1. General processes of the new pipeline. A.) Segmented boundary images and a reference mesh is prepared. B.) Initial 

mesh is fitted using the reference mesh with the initial boundary and deformed into subsequent boundaries. C.) All the mesh deformations are solved via finite 

element method analysis to extract migration data  

Figure 4.1. General processes of the new pipeline. A.) Segmented boundary images and a reference mesh is prepared. B.) Initial mesh is fitted using the reference 

mesh with the initial boundary and deformed into subsequent boundaries. C.) All the mesh deformations are solved via finite element method analysis to extract 

migration data 
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4.2 U-Net network architecture 

One ML image segmentation architecture of interest is the U-Net architecture, designed by 

Ronneberger and colleagues (Ronneberger et al., 2015). U-Net is a modified “fully-

convolutional” network (FCN) that requires fewer training images to acquire a more precise 

segmented map (Ronneberger et al., 2015). The idea that Ronneberger and colleagues had was 

to supplement a FCN’s contracting network with successive, upsampling layers, which 

increased the resolution of the output. Additionally, the contracting layers were concatenated 

with the expansive layers via skip connections, thus the successive convolution layers can learn 

to generate a more precise output and recover spatial resolution that would normally be lost in 

an FCN (Ronneberger et al., 2015).  

The architecture comprises of two major components: 

● A standard contracting path, whereby a number of convolution layers are followed up 

with a pooling layer. 

● An expanding path, whereby a number of convolution layers are followed up with an 

upsampling layer. 

The resultant architecture forms a U-shape, hence the name (Figure 4.2).  

Ronneberger and colleagues concluded that the U-net architecture achieved good performance 

on a varying number of different biomedical segmentation applications and requires little 

annotated training dataset to acquire precise segmentation (Ronneberger et al., 2015).  
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Figure 4.2. Flowchart of the proposed U-Net architecture for this thesis. 
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In this thesis, the goal is to achieve a robust segmentation of the tumoursphere boundary as 

shown in Figure 4.3.  

 

Due to the good performance that the U-Net architecture had in the segmentation of various 

cell images, and the relatively little amount of training images needed for the architecture, the 

basic U-Net architecture was proposed as the tool of choice to accurately segment 

tumourspheres as shown in Figure 4.3. 

  

Figure 4.3. Example of the segmentation of a tumoursphere migration boundary. (A) Raw image 

of a migrating tumoursphere, (B) Segmented image of a migrating tumoursphere. 
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4.2.2 U-Net architecture for tumoursphere migration boundaries 

In this thesis, TensorFlow was used to build the U-Net architecture and train the model. The 

raw images of tumourspheres were captured at a resolution of 1300 × 1030 pixels. To reduce 

the memory usage during the training procedure, the images and their corresponding segmented 

images, also known as labelled images, were down-sized to 512 × 512 pixels.  

Each convolutional layer had a kernel size of 3 × 3. The zero padding was used to include the 

edge of the images using the “padding = ‘same’” function in TensorFlow. 2 × 2 padding 

with a stride of 2 were applied after each convolution. In the expansive path, the feature maps 

were upsampled via the Conv2DTranspose function before the convolutional layers were 

added. The resultant feature map would have the same resolution as the feature map as the 

convolutional layer above, and empty elements from the upscaling were populated with zeros. 

The first contracting layer started with 32 filters, and each successive contracting and expansive 

layers had a feature set doubled or halved from the previous layer respectively, as detailed by 

Ronneberger and colleagues (Ronneberger et al., 2015). Figure 4.2 illustrates the U-Net 

architecture that was designed for this thesis. Appendix F provides the code for this model of 

U-Net. Most layers, except for the final output layer, utilised the ReLU activation function, 

while the final output layer used the sigmoid activation function, as the architecture predicts 

each pixel output as a probability.  

 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 4. Flowchart of the proposed U-Net architecture for this thesis. 
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4.2.3 Training the U-Net architecture to build a model 

Whilst training, the state of each model iteration must be estimated to gauge the error of the 

model. The error function in the model is known as the loss function. This is important as the 

model can utilise the loss function and update the trainable weights in the successive iterations 

to minimise the loss, thus resulting in a more accurate prediction. In Ronneberger’s study, they 

employed a cross-entropy loss function to their U-Net model (Ronneberger et al., 2015). 

Moreover, the model is ‘binary’ in nature, as it predicts the probability of a pixel being white 

in the image. Therefore, the binary cross-entropy function (Equation 4.1) will suffice in 

optimising the trainable weights in the U-Net model. The binary cross entropy function is 

formally described as follows, 

𝐿𝑏𝑐𝑒 =  −
1

𝑀
∑ 𝑦𝑚 ∙ log(𝑝(𝑥𝑚)) +  (1 −  𝑦𝑚) ∙ log(1 − 𝑝(𝑥𝑚))

𝑀

𝑚=1

                           [𝟒. 𝟏] 

Where 

𝐿𝑏𝑐𝑒 is the mean loss value 

𝑀 is the number of training examples, which in this case is the number of pixels 

𝑦𝑚 is the labelled pixel for the given pixel 𝑚  

𝑝(𝑥𝑚) is the predicted probability output for the given pixel 𝑚 

 

The formula functions by adding 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝑥𝑚)) whenever the label 𝑦𝑚 is positive (𝑦𝑚 = 1), in 

other words, the pixel is white. Conversely, 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 − 𝑝(𝑥𝑚))  is added with every 

negative 𝑦𝑚 label or black pixel (𝑦𝑚 = 0). The final sum of losses would then be averaged to 

obtain mean loss, where the lower loss is correlated with a better model fitment. As a result, 

the weights are trained to reach the lowest mean loss value. 
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TensorFlow can evaluate the accuracy of the model by calculating the percentage of predictions 

that were made correctly within the target sample (Equation 4.2).  

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (%) =  
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
     [4.2] 

While training the U-Net model, 20% of the training set of images were randomly selected and 

reserved from being seen and trained by the model as a validation set. Thus, checking accuracy 

and loss values in validation sets provides a good indication of the model fitness, and the model 

iteration with the lowest validation loss value will be saved and used for segmentation. 

Ronneberger and colleagues noted that data augmentation was used to increase the desired 

invariances and robustness properties of their model despite the low number of training images; 

Ronneberger and colleagues applied smooth deformations using random displacement vectors 

to build shift and rotation invariance in their model (Ronneberger et al., 2015). Unfortunately, 

the recent COVID-19 pandemic severely limited the experiments conducted at the time of 

writing this thesis, thus the training images and testing images were limited as a result. 

Consequently, data augmentation was hypothesised to obtain invariances and robustness 

properties with the limited images. Tumoursphere and wound healing images gathered for this 

thesis often vary in clarity, depending on how the camera is set up on the day and focusing 

errors (Figure 4.4 -B and Figure 4.5 -B).  
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Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 5. Different data augmentation techniques applied to 

tumoursphere images to account for shape and clarity differences. (A) Example of a clear 

tumoursphere image. (B) Example of a tumoursphere that was not focused correctly. (C) 

Artificial gaussian blur applied to an example tumoursphere image to imitate focusing error. (D) 

Rotational transformation applied to an example tumoursphere image to artificially increase 

shape variances within the training set. 

Figure 4.4. Different data augmentation techniques applied to tumoursphere images to 

account for shape and clarity differences. (A) Example of a clear tumoursphere image. (B) 

Example of a tumoursphere that was not focused correctly. (C) Artificial gaussian blur applied 

to an example tumoursphere image to imitate focusing error. (D) Rotational transformation 

applied to an example tumoursphere image to artificially increase shape variances within the 

training set. 
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To account for focusing errors that may occur, gaussian blur with a radius of 4 pixels was 

applied to both and tumoursphere and wound healing training images using ImageJ (Figure 4.4 

- C, Figure 4.5 -C), and rotational transformations (90˚ clockwise) were applied only to 

tumoursphere images in ImageJ to account for tumoursphere shape and migration boundary 

variances (Figure 4.4 -D). Although the focusing error in wound healing images were less 

severe than in tumoursphere images, the same amount of gaussian blur was applied to help 

build a better invariance to the clarity differences (Figure 4.5 -C). The wound healing migration 

boundaries were observed to have unidirectional migration in my sample of images, so I 

hypothesise that rotational transformations were not necessary for an accurate segmentation. 

Overall, there were a total of 1040 tumoursphere images (832 training images and validation 

images) in a set and 514 wound healing images (411 training images and 103 validation 

images) in a set that would be fed into the architecture to be trained and validated. 

After the data augmentation was applied, the training and validation sets containing matching 

pairs of raw and segmented images were fed into the input and output layer respectively. The 

sets were processed in batches of 8 pairs at a time due to the VRAM limitations posed by the 

graphics card (only 8 GB of VRAM were available). 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 6. Data augmentation applied to the wound healing images to 

account for focusing differences and build robustness of the model. (A) Example of a clear wound 

healing image. (B) Example of a slightly unfocused wound healing image. (C) Gaussian blur applied to 

an example wound healing image to imitate focusing error. 

Figure 4.5. Data augmentation applied to the wound healing images to account for focusing 

differences and build robustness of the model. (A) Example of a clear wound healing image. (B) 

Example of a slightly unfocused wound healing image. (C) Gaussian blur applied to an example wound 

healing image to imitate focusing error. 
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4.2.4 U-Net model with tumoursphere segmentation 

The goal in this chapter is to build and train the U-Net model to accurately segment the 

migrating edge of the tumoursphere. It is important to note that the U-Net model predictively 

segments the migration boundary irrespective of the timepoint that the images were captured 

in.  In Figure 4.6, the U-Net model segmented a tumoursphere’s migrating edge very similarly 

to the manually segmented image. Accuracy and loss were measured in the training and 

validation sets throughout all iterations of the model,  and it started to plateau in accuracy and 

loss by the 10th iteration, with the 30th iteration onwards presenting the lowest loss value in the 

validation set of 0.0358, and an accuracy of 98.62%  (Table 4.1; Figure 4.7 – A and - B). The 

30th model iteration was thus used as the model of choice to segment tumourspheres. 

Importantly, the accuracy and loss values between both sets were both quite similar, with the 

loss and accuracy performance slightly worse in the validation sets than in the training sets, 

which were expected for a well-fitted model (Figure 4.7 - A and - B respectively). The model 

was further tested to segment images that was unseen by the model and it seemed to segment 

the migration boundary very well (Figure 4.8). This further showed that the model did not 

overfit to the training set and was able to make accurate segmentations on unseen data. Overall, 

my U-Net model is very capable of segmenting tumoursphere very similarly to the manual 

segmentation. 

Table 4.1. Table of the tumoursphere U-Net iteration with the lowest validation loss value. Loss 

was calculated using Equation 4.1 and accuracy was calculated using Equation 4.2 in both training and 

validation sets. 

U-Net segmentation of tumourspheres 

 Training Validation 

Loss value (unitless) 0.0217 0.0358 

Accuracy (%) 99.07 98.62 
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Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 7. Predicted boundary segmentation from the trained U-Net model 

matches closely to the manual boundary segmentations in the training set. (A1, B1, C1) Several raw 

image examples of a migrating tumoursphere. (A2, B2, C2) Manual boundary segmentations of the 

tumoursphere images. (A3, B3, C3) Predicted boundary segmentations from the trained U-Net model. 
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Figure 4.6. Predicted boundary segmentation from the trained U-Net model matches closely to the 

manual boundary segmentations in the training set. (A1, B1, C1) Several raw image examples of a 

migrating tumoursphere. (A2, B2, C2) Manual boundary segmentations of the tumoursphere images. (A3, 

B3, C3) Predicted boundary segmentations from the trained U-Net model. 
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Figure 4.7. Accuracy and loss values throughout the model training for tumoursphere boundary 

segmentation. (A) Accuracy was measured by the percentage of matching predictions to the labelled 

segmentation in each model iteration, within the training and validation sets. (B) Loss values were 

calculated via the binary cross-entropy function [Equation 4.1], and accuracy was calculated using 

Equation 4.2 in each model iteration, within the training and validation sets. 
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4.2.5 U-Net model with wound healing segmentation 

After training the model with the wound healing images, the initial predicted segmentations in 

the training set were observed to be very similar to the manual segmentation (Figure 4.9). 

Throughout the model training procedure, the accuracy increased while loss decrease before a 

plateau was reached, similar to the trend seen in the training of the U-Net model with 

tumoursphere segmentation (Figure 4.10). However, the model reached its optimum validation 

loss and accuracy at the 13th iteration (Validation loss = 0.0559, Validation accuracy = 97.89%) 

(Figure 4.10 -B and -A respectively) (Table 4.2). As a result, the 13th model iteration was 

chosen for wound healing segmentation. 

The accuracy and loss performance in the validation remained very close to the training set’s 

performance until the 16th iteration, where loss and accuracy performance started to lower with 

successive iterations. This indicated that model iterations beyond the 16th iteration were 

beginning to over-fit. The model was then tested on several unseen images to check for its 

performance. In many cases, the model was able to segment the migrating boundaries 

accurately (Figure 4.11 – A1, 2 and 3), but several unwanted segmentations around dirt and 

noisy areas were present in some of the images (Figure 4.11 -B and -C), suggesting that the 

model may not have been trained enough to effectively ignore these variables.  

Figure 4.8. A predicted segmentation of a tumoursphere image that was unseen by the model. (A) 

Raw migrating tumoursphere image. (B) Predicted segmentation of the migration boundary of the 

tumoursphere. (C) Predicted boundary segmentation overlayed onto the raw image. 

 

Raw  Segmented Overlay 
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Table 4.2. Table of the wound healing U-Net iteration with the lowest validation loss value. Loss 

was calculated using Equation 4.1 and accuracy was calculated using Equation 4.2 in both training and 

validation sets. 

U-Net segmentation of wound healing  

 Training Validation 

Loss value (unitless) 0.0392 0.0559 

Accuracy (%) 98.40 97.89 

 

 

  

Figure 4.9. Predicted segmentation of the wound healing migration boundary was similar to the 

manually segmented. (A1, B1) Several examples of wound healing images first manually segmented 

(A2, B2), and then segmented using the trained U-Net model (A3, B3).  

 

Raw  Manually segmented Predicted segmentation 
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Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 11. Accuracy and loss values throughout the model training for 

wound healing boundary segmentation. (A) Accuracy was measured by the percentage of matching 

predictions to the labelled segmentation in each model iteration, within the training and validation sets. 

(B) Loss values were calculated via the binary cross-entropy function [Equation 1] in each model iteration, 

within the training and validation sets. 
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Figure 4.10. Accuracy and loss values throughout the model training for wound healing boundary 

segmentation. (A) Accuracy was measured by the percentage of matching predictions to the labelled 

segmentation in each model iteration, within the training and validation sets. (B) Loss values were 

calculated via the binary cross-entropy function [Equation 4.1], and accuracy was calculated using 

Equation 4.2 in each model iteration, within the training and validation sets. 
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Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 12. The U-Net model predicted the migration boundary in a wound 

healing assay accurately with minor artifacts in noisy areas. (A1,B1,C1) raw image examples unseen 

by the model were fed into the model to be segmented (A2, B2, C2) and the segmentations were overlaid 

over the raw image to check how well the model segmented (A3, B3, C3). 
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Figure 4.11. The U-Net model predicted the migration boundary in a wound healing assay accurately 

with minor artifacts in noisy areas. (A1,B1,C1) raw image examples unseen by the model were fed into 

the model to be segmented (A2, B2, C2) and the segmentations were overlaid over the raw image to check 

how well the model segmented (A3, B3, C3). 
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One of the bigger strengths noticed in the U-Net segmentation process was that once trained, 

the model was able to segment the images from an entire experiment (approximately 280 

images for each experiment conducted in this thesis) in a few minutes, which was significantly 

faster than the manual boundary drawings from the previous pipeline, where it used to take up 

to an hour to segment only the necessary images needed from an experiment. Additionally, the 

U-Net segmentation of images was significantly more automated than the previous 

segmentation process, which was manual and tedious. Overall, the trained U-Net model was 

able to accurately segment tumourspheres and wound healing migration boundaries. As a 

result, my trained ML segmentation workflow will be able to more efficiently segment images 

than the previous pipeline. 
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4.3 Meshing and Finite element analysis with the new pipeline 

Following the segmentation phase, a template mesh was generated and fitted to tumoursphere 

and wound healing segmented images in the meshing phase (Figure 4.12 - A). This was 

followed with FE analysis of the deformed meshes generated from images of one timepoint to 

another to quantify its migration by calculating the strain of the deformation (Figure 4.12 - B). 

 

Previously, both phases were completed by the in-house software CMISS, which required 

knowledge with shell scripting within a Linux environment. Therefore, the objective was to 

design the meshing and analysis phases that uses easily accessible programs and operable with 

most operating systems. 

Firstly, template meshes were generated in FEBio. A cylindrical mesh was generated with 32 

segments to faithfully approximate the spherical shape of tumourspheres, while the box mesh 

Figure 4.12. Simple flowchart of the FE analysis pipeline, which involves the meshing of the 

segmented boundaries (A) and the subsequent analysis of its deformation from one timepoint to 

another (B).  
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was generated with 50 vertical segments, in order to acquire adequate resolution in recreating 

the shape of the migrating edge of the wound healing assay (Figure 4.13 -A and -B 

respectively). The template mesh developed was a 3D mesh. Although the images used in this 

study are 2D, the future application includes 3D cases (i.e. 3D tumoursphere migration analysis 

using confocal imaging), hence 3D template meshes were generated for both cases. 

The cylindrical meshes generated by FEBio comprised of 576 elements and 836 nodes, while 

the box meshes were comprised of 735 elements and 1200 nodes (Figure 4.13). The cylinder 

was arbitrarily sectioned as shown in Figure 4.13-A in order to aid the majority of the regional 

migration analysis.  

Prescribed displacement (PD) boundary conditions in the x and y axis were imposed on 

boundary nodes of the cylindrical and box meshes (Figure 4.14). The PD boundary conditions 

were used when the deforming the mesh according to the cell migration pattern. In the case of 

the box mesh, all nodal segments were assigned PD boundary conditions in the x axis (vertical 

Figure 4.13. The meshes generated from FEBio for mesh fitting and deformations comprising of 

interconnecting nodes and elements. (A) Cylinder mesh with interconnecting nodes (blue dots) 

generated for tumoursphere migration analysis; Every 4 boundary-element segments were grouped into 

a 45˚ segment when analysing for a migration pattern. (B) Box mesh with interconnecting nodes (black 

arrow) generated for wound healing migration analysis. 
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axis) as the collective migration of wound healing cells are unidirectional. Since the deformed 

shape is already known, the material properties were also kept the same throughout simulations 

to be neo-Hookean. The template mesh was then exported for further mesh deformation 

according to the segmented boundary images from the previous phase. This was in FEBio .feb 

file format, and the xyz coordinates of the PD nodes were extracted (Appendix G). 

Following from the segmentation of the images, these were extracted as clouds of data points 

to be used in the meshing phase. The publicly available python library called Geometry Image-

Analysis Statistic2 (GIAS2) (Zhang et al., 2016) was then used to fit the initial template mesh 

to the point clouds from the ML  (https://bitbucket.org/jangle/gias2/src/master/). First, 

MATLAB was used to detect boundaries of the white shapes in the segmented images by our 

M-L algorithm. The pixel coordinates of the shape boundaries were extracted in the form of an 

xyz point cloud, which were used in GIAS2 for mesh fitting (Figure 4.15) (Appendix H; source 

code from Sathyanarayan Rao (Retrieved 2020)). As the wound healing images showed 

migrating images from both sides, it was important to fit the mesh into the gap between the two 

migrating edges. This can measure the left- and right-side compression of the box mesh as the 

 Nodal Segment 

B

Nodal Segment 

A

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 14. Reference cylindrical (A) and box (B) mesh displayed from the 

side. Nodal segment at the boundary of the meshes are labelled and highlighted red. 

Figure 4.14. Reference cylindrical (A) and box (B) mesh displayed from the side. Nodal segment at 

the boundary of the meshes are labelled and highlighted red. 

https://bitbucket.org/jangle/gias2/src/master/
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migration of the left- and right-side respectively. Therefore, the wound healing images were 

inverted so that the wound healing gap was highlighted white and the MATLAB script was 

able to extract the shape as a result (Figure 4.15 -B). 

 

 

Figure 4.15. MATLAB traced the edges of the shape and generated a set of cloud points around 

the edges of the shapes presented by the segmented tumoursphere and wound healing gap. (A) 

The script detected the edge of the tumoursphere segmentation and appointed a cloud of points onto the 

edge. (B) The script detected the edge of the wound healing gap segmentation and appointed a cloud of 

points onto the edge. 

 

A 

B 
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Once the “undeformed” mesh’s (i.e. reference mesh or fitted mesh from a time point = 0 hour) 

and “deformed” mesh’s (i.e. mesh at the next time point) xyz point clouds were acquired, they 

were inputted into GIAS2 to be fitted (Appendix I; source code from Ju Zhang (Accessed 

2020). 

bitbucket.org/jangle/gias2/src/master/src/gias2/examples/fieldwork/host_mesh_fit_data.py).  

The mesh fitting follows the same concept as Chapter 3, where the points were orthogonally 

projected to the closest face in the mesh, and the mesh was fitted with the least square fit 

algorithm [Equation 3.1](Fernandez et al., 2004). A penalty function [Equation 3.2] (Fernandez 

et al., 2004) was applied to complete the fitting process. Figure 4.16 illustrates the results of an 

example mesh fit of a tumoursphere boundary. The root-mean-squared (rms) errors, which 

measured the average error between the point clouds and the final fitted mesh, were monitored 

closely to ensure a good fit. In this pipeline, a rms error of below 1 would result in an accurate 

fit. In choosing the appropriate smoothing factors, considerably large smoothing factors 

(between 1 & 2) were applied to investigate overall migration pattern of the tumoursphere in 

order to avoid numerical instabilities in the subsequent FE analysis. 

Figure 4.16. Example of an undeformed mesh's cloud points being fitted into the tumoursphere-

boundary cloud points extracted from the MATLAB script. (A) Undeformed mesh’s cloud points 

(white spheres) and tumoursphere-boundary cloud points (red spheres). (B) Deformed mesh’s cloud points 

after fitting, with a root-mean-squared error (rms) of 0.8129. 
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The prescribed boundary conditions were then computed. The deformed mesh’s x and y 

coordinates were subtracted from the undeformed mesh’s x and y coordinates to acquire the 

net x and y displacements. The corresponding nodal displacement values were then inputted 

into PD-labelled nodes in the .feb file, which is the FEBio file format (Appendix J). As a result, 

the boundary of the deformed mesh shape, which represents the amount of migration 

undergone by the cells over the time step, was prescribed in the .feb file, and FE analysis was 

performed to deform the previous mesh into the prescribed deformation.  

Like CMISS, FEBio used the same deformation gradient tensor [Equation 3.4] and 

subsequently the Cauchy-Green tensor [Equation 3.6] equations to derive the Lagrangian finite 

strain tensor [Equation 3.7]. From this, the maximum principal strain, the first eigenvalue of 

the Green-Lagrange strain tensor in FEBio, was used to describe the amount of migration and 

their patterns that a migrating tumoursphere (Figure 4.17 - A) experience. While the maximum 

principal strain is good for measuring the strain of an expanding shape as it measures tensile 

strain, it is not suitable for measuring the compressive strain. Thus, the minimum principal 

strain, the 3rd eigenvalue strain was used to measure the collective migration of wound healing 

cells as the analysis is compressive in nature (Figure 4.17 -B). It is important to note that the 

strain values calculated here were unitless. The strains will be referred to as migration 

magnitude from this point onwards. Only the elements on the boundary of the mesh were used 

for analysing, as they best represent the boundary of the migrating edge of the tumoursphere 

and wound healing cells. 
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Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 17. An example of a tumoursphere and wound healing shape being 

deformed into the shape of the next time point. (A) Visualization of the 1st eigenvalue strain heat map of 

a deforming tumoursphere shape (blue being low migration, red being high migration). (B) Visualization of 

the 3rd eigenvalue strain heat map of a deforming wound healing shape (blue being high migration, red being 

low migration). 

 

Figure 4.17. An example tumoursphere shape being deformed into the shape of the next time 

point. The resultant heat map produced from the deformation is the migration magnitude (blue being 

low migration, red being high migration). 
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4.3.1 Tumoursphere migration analysis with new pipeline 

The two main objectives are to use the new pipeline measure and compare the migration rate 

of tumoursphere under different treatments and analyse migration patterns in tumoursphere. 

These would establish the analysis pipeline and showcase the pipeline’s capabilities to 

faithfully represent the trends observed in the raw images.  

To measure the pipeline’s capabilities as a migration analysis tool, the experimental data where 

tumourspheres underwent 2 different treatments for 48 hours were used. These treatments 

represent various combinations of different drug and radiation treatments. Their exact names 

cannot be reported due to the non-disclosure agreement. Hence, they were referred to as 

Treatments B and C.  The developed pipeline then measured the overall migration magnitudes 

between these 2 treatments and their patterns were compared. Overall migration magnitude 

was calculated by finding the mean magnitude of all the boundary migration magnitude, as the 

boundary elements best represented the migrating edge of the tumoursphere. The boundary 

elements were also sectioned into 45˚ segments as illustrated in Figure 4.13 – A, and its mean 

migration magnitudes were plotted into radar charts to provide some insight into potential 

migration patterns (Figure 4.18, 4.19 – D). Additionally, migration magnitude colour maps 

generated by FEBio were used to assist with the migration pattern analysis (Figure 4.18, 4.19 

– B). 
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The pipeline’s biggest strength lies in the regional migration analysis. In each of the treated 

tumourspheres, their migration pattern differed from each other (Figure 4.18 and 4.19 – A), 

and this was quantified in FEBio (Figure 4.18 and 4.19 -B and -D). The mean migration 

magnitudes of the segments were investigated and compared to the trends seen in the images 

to determine its representation of migration patterns. 

Treatment B’s tumoursphere migration was observed to be mostly uniform (Figure 4.18 – A), 

with a linear migration rate towards a maximum overall mean migration magnitude of 3.2 

(Figure 4.18 – C). However, it was interesting to note that the tumoursphere migration seemed 

to plateau in the corresponding 180-225˚ segments after 12 hours, and a somewhat punctuated 

growth in the 90˚ segment by the 24th hour (Figure 4.18 – A). Figure 4.18 – B and – D 

represented this pattern faithfully, as the 180˚ and 225˚ segments’ mean migration magnitude 

plateaued by 18 hours (Figure 4.18 – D) (180˚ segment = mean migration magnitude of 2.0 by 

the 12th hour, with the mean migration magnitude plateauing at 2.1 from 18 hours onwards; 

225˚ segment = 2.8 mean migration magnitude at 12 hours, but the migration magnitude 

plateaued at 3.4) 
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Figure 4.18. Migration analysis of the migrating tumoursphere under Treatment B. (A) Raw images of the migrating tumoursphere over the course of 24 hours, overlaid 

with the U-Net segmentation of the images. (B) Mesh models generated from the segmented images shown in FEBio, displaying the migration magnitude of each element as 

the mesh deforms over time (blue = 0 migration magnitude, red = 3 migration magnitude. The mesh was sectioned into 45˚, 90˚, 180˚, 225˚, 270˚, 315˚, and 360˚ segments for 

regional migration analysis. (C) The mean of the migration magnitudes from all the boundary elements were used to plot investigate the overall migration magnitude over time 

(The data points represent the mean migration magnitudes, with the error bars representing the SEM). (D) Radar chart containing points that represent the mean migration 

magnitudes of the boundary elements within segments that was determined in (B).  
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Treatment C’s tumoursphere migration was also observed to be generally uniform, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.19 – A and - B. Additionally, the overall migration magnitude linearly 

increased over time (Figure 4.19 – C). The maximum overall mean migration magnitude that 

Treatment C’s tumoursphere exhibited was 4.8 (Figure 4.19 – C). There seemed to be a 

relatively larger growth in the right portion (90-180˚ corresponding segments) and bottom 

portion (particularly 225-270˚ corresponding segments) throughout the 24 hours (Figure 4.19 

– A). Additionally, there was a punctuated growth in the corresponding 90˚ segment as shown 

by the white arrow in Figure 4.19 – A. As expected, FEBio was able to detect the migration 

pattern, as the 225-270˚ and the 135˚ segments all exhibited a larger mean migration magnitude 

of 5.5 by the 24th hour, while the other segments’ mean migration magnitudes ranged between 

3.2 and 4.2. However, due to the use of high smoothing factors during mesh fitting, the 

tumoursphere mesh was unable capture the protrusion of cells in the 90˚ segment (4.2 at 24 

hours; Figure 4.19 – D). 
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Figure 4.19. Migration analysis of the migrating tumoursphere under Treatment C. (A) Raw images of the migrating tumoursphere over the course of 24 

hours, overlaid with the U-Net segmentation of the images. White arrow denotes a punctuated growth. (B) Mesh models generated from the segmented images 

shown in FEBio, displaying the migration magnitude of each element as the mesh deforms over time (blue = 0 migration magnitude, red = 5 migration magnitude. 

The mesh was sectioned into 45˚, 90˚, 180˚, 225˚, 270˚, 315˚, and 360˚ segments for regional migration analysis. (C) The mean of the migration magnitudes from 

all the boundary elements were used to plot investigate the overall migration magnitude over time (The data points represent the mean migration magnitudes, 

with the error bars representing the SEM). (D) Radar chart containing points that represent the mean migration magnitudes of the boundary elements within 

segments that was determined in (B). 
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Looking at the radar charts more closely with respect to the tumoursphere segmentation maps 

at 0 and 24 hours (Figure 4.20) provided a deeper insight into the migration patterns of the 

tumourspheres under treatment B and C. The mean migration magnitudes in 135-270˚ segments 

in the treatment C’s tumoursphere were higher than Treatment B’s tumoursphere, due to 

substantially larger growth at 24 hours compared to Treatment B’s tumoursphere (mean 

migration magnitudes ranged from 4.2 to 5.5 in treatment C, compared to between 2.1 and 3.4 

in treatment C; Figure 4.20 - B). The tumoursphere under treatment B exhibited a mean 

migration magnitude higher than treatment C’s by 1.4 in the 90˚ segment. This was expected 

as the migration magnitude metric was relative, which was calculated with respect to the initial 

tumoursphere. Thus, the combination of the mesh’s smoothing out of treatment C 

tumoursphere’s punctuated growth (denoted by the white arrow in Figure 4.20 – A), and the 

slightly smaller initial tumoursphere size (at time = 0 hour) in treatment B, would explain the 

difference in mean migration magnitudes. Additionally, the relativity of the migration 

magnitude metric could also explain the lower than expected mean migration magnitude at the 

315˚ segment of the treatment B tumoursphere at 24 hours (Figure 4.20 – B), as there was a 

small growth present in the tumoursphere at 0 hours, as indicated by the yellow arrow in Figure 

4.20 – A. Overall, however, the pipeline was capable of faithfully representing the migration 

patterns observed in the tumoursphere migrations under treatment B and C. 
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Figure 4.20. The segmented migration magnitudes of tumoursphere under treatment B and C at 24 hours were compared to gain a deeper 

insight in the migration patterns observed. (A) Raw and overlaid segmented tumoursphere images from treatment B and C at 0 and 24 hours 

(yellow arrow denotes the small initial growth of treatment B’s tumoursphere at 0 hour; white arrow denotes the punctuated growth of treatment 

C’s tumoursphere at 24 hours). (B) Radar chart containing points that represent the mean migration magnitudes of the boundary elements within 

segments from the FE analysis. Treatment B and treatment C tumourspheres’ mean migration magnitudes in the segments were plotted.  
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As the main objective for this experiment was to compare the migration of tumourspheres 

under Treatment B and C, the overall migration magnitude over 24 hours were compared 

(Figure 4.21). From Figure 4.21, tumoursphere migration between all treatments was very 

similar in the first 3 hours. However, tumoursphere under Treatment C began to migrate more 

than treatment B’s tumoursphere after 3 hours, as indicated by the higher migration magnitude 

compared to treatment B’s tumoursphere migration magnitude between 6 and 24 hours. 

Overall, Figure 4.21 illustrated that tumoursphere under Treatment C was more migratory than 

the tumoursphere under Treatment B. 

Figure 4.21. Tumoursphere under treatment B were measured to have lower migration 

magnitudes relative to Treatment C throughout most time points. Migration magnitudes in every 

boundary mesh element were measured and averaged every 3 hours to acquire overall migration 

magnitude. 
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Figure 4.22’s trend was validated by investigating the correlation of each treatment’s mean 

migration magnitudes correlation with the migration area of the respective treatments measured 

by ImageJ, which is the most commonly used method of measuring overall migration area in 

the tumoursphere assay. The migration area was calculated by subtracting the measured area 

of the segmented tumoursphere with the initial tumoursphere area. In both methods, the data 

from each analysis method were normalised to their corresponding 24-hour timepoint treatment 

C datapoints.  

Figure 4.23 showed that Treatment B and C’s ImageJ migration area measurements correlated 

very well to the overall migration magnitude quantified by FEBio (R2 of 0.9611 and 0.9986 

respectively). This shows that the results from Figure 4.22 faithfully represented the observed 

migration in the images. The analysis of the experiment showed the pipeline’s capabilities as a 

quantitative tumoursphere migration analysis tool. 
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Figure 4.22. The overall migration magnitudes quantified by FEBio correlated very well with the 

migration areas measured by ImageJ. (A) Mean migration magnitudes quantified from FEBio and 

migration area measured with ImageJ were compared over 24 hours. All data were normalised to their 

corresponding treatment C datapoint at 24 hours. Treatment B (B) and treatment C (C) tumourspheres’ 

mean migration magnitudes and migration areas were subsequently correlated using the William Pearson 

Correlation analysis in Graphpad Prism 8 and the R2 was measured.  
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4.3.2 Wound healing migration analysis with new pipeline 

The secondary objective for the pipeline to achieve was to make the pipeline adaptable to 

different experimental assays. To this extent, I used the pipeline to measure the overall 

migration in a wound healing assay to demonstrate the pipeline’s adaptability. In this chapter, 

the cylindrical mesh was replaced with a box mesh and a wound-healing-trained U-Net model 

was used to segment the images. Minor changes to the scripts were made to accommodate for 

the different mesh (Appendix K). 

Figure 4.23 – A showed that the wound healing gap did not decrease much between 0 and 18 

hours but the gap started to close faster between 18 and 24 hours, indicating that the collective 

cell migration increased between 18 and 24 hours. Furthermore, the cells were observed to 

migrate at a similar rate between the left and the right side (Figure 4.23 – A and - C). The 

pipeline was able to represent the punctuated migration as shown in Figure 4.23 – C (Mean 

migration magnitudes of 0.10 and 0.11 by 18 hours in the right and left side respectively; 0.18 

and 0.2 mean migration magnitudes by 24 hours in the right and left side respectively). 

Furthermore, the sudden concentrated growth appearing (denoted by blue arrows in Figure 4.23 

- A) at the 18-hour mark and its continued migration up to 24 hours was captured by the 

pipeline, and displayed as a regional increase in migration magnitude (denoted by blue arrows 

in Figure 4.23 – B). This indicated that the analysis was able to capture the wound healing 

migration patterns in a quantitatively accurate manner. 
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Figure 4.23. The pipeline’s analysis of the wound healing assay was able to capture the collective migration of the wound healing 

faithfully. (A) Raw images of the migrating cells over the course of 24 hours, overlaid with the U-Net gap segmentation of the images. Blue 

arrows denote a punctuated growth. (B) Mesh model generated by the wound healing gap segmentation and visualized in FEBio, and migration 

magnitudes of each element were measured and displayed as a heat map (red = 0 migration magnitude, blue = 0.4 migration magnitude). The 

left and right boundary elements were grouped under Left and Right segments respectively. (C) Overall migration magnitude analysis of the 

Left and Right segment; Each data point represented the mean migration magnitudes of the boundary elements within their corresponding 

sections, with each point containing an error bar (not visible) that represented the SEM of the data point.  
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Correlation analysis was also performed to validate the overall migration magnitude 

quantification. In this case, the left-segmented and the right-segmented areas of the wound 

healing images (Figure 4.24 – A) were measured in ImageJ. The left and right areas were 

compared against the overall migration magnitude in the left and right section respectively. 

The same ImageJ area measurement techniques and normalisation procedures from the 

tumoursphere experiments were applied to the wound healing experiments. 

In Figure 4.24, the correlation between the migration area and overall migration magnitude 

analysis were very close (R2 = 0.9986 on the left side and R2 = 0.9953 on the right side), which 

showed that the FEBio analysis of the wound healing gap provided a faithful representation of 

the collective cell migration on left and right side of the image. Overall, this demonstrates the 

capability of the pipeline to analyse overall migration in wound healing experiments accurately 

and faithfully. 
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Figure 4.24. The overall migration magnitudes quantified by FEBio in the wound healing 

experiment correlated very well with the migration areas measured by ImageJ. (A) Mean 

migration magnitudes quantified from FEBio and migration area measured with ImageJ were compared 

over 24 hours. All data were normalised to their corresponding Left section datapoint at 24 hours. Left 

(B) and Right (C) sections’ mean migration magnitudes and migration areas were subsequently 

correlated using the William Pearson Correlation analysis in Graphpad Prism 8 and the R2 was 

measured. 
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4.4 Discussion 

The common method of analysing migration in spheroid and wound healing assays is by 

assessing the overall change in migrating area of a spheroid or the collective cells in a wound 

healing assay or tracking individual cell migration in these experiments to gauge its migration. 

However, regional migration analysis has not been attempted with these assays, yet regional 

migration analysis could provide vital insights into migration patterns and open up additional 

avenues of experimentation with these assays. This would be particularly beneficial for 

spheroid assays due to its accurate in vivo representation (Gudbergsson et al., 2019b). 

Therefore, the overarching objective for this chapter was to create a new pipeline using ML-

assisted segmentation that can analyse the tumoursphere migration in terms of its magnitude 

and pattern with FE analysis. An additional goal was to create a pipeline that can be flexible 

enough to analyse other assays such as wound healing experiments. This chapter accomplished 

this by accurately quantifying and representing the preferential migration in a phantom dataset. 

This was used to analyse migration changes in real tumoursphere experiments where 2 different 

treatments modified their migratory patterns. The developed pipeline was also flexible enough 

to accurately analyse a wound healing assay without major modifications.  

The biggest strength in this pipeline is the capability to conduct regional migration analysis. 

This would open up new ways of experimentation and provide a deeper insight in the migration 

patterns in various experiment. For example, Campbell and colleagues sought to optimise their 

3D scaffold in vitro assay by investigating the directionality of the cell migration under 

different scaffold and serum gradients (J. J. Campbell et al., 2017). Here, their main migratory 

metric was the median cell distance from their cell aggregates (J. J. Campbell et al., 2017). 

Though sufficient, there is potential for a deeper insight into the migratory pattern of the cell 

aggregates. As the pipeline is capable of quantifying migration in complex shapes, it could 

quantify the migration magnitude, as well as the migration pattern of the cell aggregate and 
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provide more meaningful information regarding the migration dynamics in the varying 

scaffolds and serum gradients that thy were testing for (J. J. Campbell et al., 2017). This could 

aid the investigators in better optimising their 3D scaffold assay. In another example, Carmona-

Fontaine and colleagues investigated the directional migration in neural crest cells in an in vitro 

setting and found that the cells’ protrusion collapse and its migration changed direction as they 

meet with each other (Carmona-Fontaine et al., 2008). This was achieved through tracking the 

velocity of the cell and observing the general morphological changes (Carmona-Fontaine et al., 

2008). In theory, this pipeline can be applied in their experiments to analysing and quantifying 

the morphological changes, which would result in a comprehensive analysis of the cell’s 

correlation between its cell morphology and migration directionality. 

Another strength of this pipeline lies in the degree of automation it achieved. As many of the 

steps have been semi-automated with U-Net segmentation and python batch scripting, analysis 

with this pipeline was easier and faster compared to the previous pipeline discussed in Chapter 

3. This previous pipeline was manually intensive and took about 3 hours to complete an 

analysis for one case, while the new pipeline would only take an average of 30 minutes per 

case. The higher-throughput nature of this pipeline would allow for faster and accurate analysis, 

thus allowing for more experiments to be conducted and analysed concurrently. Therefore, this 

novel pipeline has the potential to become a robust and efficient migration analysis tool that 

can perform a more detailed examination of cell migrations in an accurate manner.  
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4.4.1 ML based segmentation discussion 

The pipeline utilised a basic structure of U-Net to segment the tumoursphere and wound 

healing images. In the thesis, the basic U-Net model was implemented to segment the 

tumoursphere and wound healing accurately, albeit the wound healing segmentations were 

segmented with small artefacts in noisy areas in some images. This could be resolved with a 

larger training set with more noisy images so that the model can learn to ignore the noises. 

Moreover, Zhou and colleagues implementation of convolutional pathways in the skip 

pathways performed more accurate segmentation than the basic U-Net structure, as the 

additional convolutional layers in the skip pathways (Figure 4.25 – C) reduces the semantic 

differences between the contracting path and the expanding path (Zhou et al., 2018). This could 

aid in increasing the accuracy of tumorusphere and wound healing segmentations and should 

be considered for future improvements to the segmentation. Altogether, providing a wide 

variety of images and implementing the additional convolutional pathways would potentially 

increase the invariance and robustness of the U-Net model, which will be especially beneficial 

when the quality of image and shape of the tumoursphere/wound healing cell aggregate can 

vary vastly. 
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 Figure 4.25. Simple schematic of U-Net nnU-Net and U-Net++. (A) Diagram of the standard 

U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015). (B) Diagram of the nnU-Net architecture (Isensee 

et al., 2018). (C) Diagram of the U-Net++ architecture (Zhou et al., 2018). Convx,y denotes a 

convolutional layer, where x denotes the contracting layers while y denotes the expanding 

layers. 
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As future studies will include 3D in vivo analysis, the U-Net architecture should be able to 

segment the 3D images. Çiçek and colleagues recently designed 3D U-Net: a U-Net derived 

architecture that primarily segments 3D images (Çiçek et al., 2016). Interestingly, the only 

difference between the basic U-Net architecture and Çiçek and colleagues’ architecture is that 

Çiçek and colleagues doubled the number of kernel features before each pooling and 

upsampling steps (Çiçek et al., 2016). As a result, their model proved to be superior over a 

typical U-Net model (Çiçek et al., 2016). Additionally, this architecture was improved by 

Isensee and colleagues as they added another 3D U-net architecture to their first, so that the 

second U-Net stage would refine and train the images at full resolution (Isensee et al., 2018) 

(Figure 4.25 – B). These derivatives are good candidates for the training of 3D tumoursphere 

images. Furthermore, many of the changes are small and simple to achieve in the python code, 

which should be considered when training the 3D images in the future.  

The current U-Net model only predicts and segments boundaries by assigning a categorical 

label (i.e. black or white) to every pixel in an image, which is known as semantic segmentation 

(Ronneberger et al., 2015; P. Wang et al., 2018). Due to its method of segmentation, the model 

was effective at segmenting boundaries from the tumoursphere and wound healing images in 

this thesis, but it is not capable of segmenting individual cells and uniquely identify each cell. 

Tracking individual cell shape and migration would be beneficial for this pipeline as it could 

provide deeper insights into its migratory propensity. For example, Hakkinen and colleagues 

identified the human foreskin fibroblast cells were more spindle-shaped in a 3D environment, 

with fewer actin stress fibres than the fibroblasts in a 2D environment. They reported that the 

morphology change was correlated with the more rapid migration of the fibroblasts in a 3D 

environment than in a 2D environment (Hakkinen et al., 2011). In another example, 

Golembieski and colleagues noted that secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC) 
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expression in glioma cells was associated with elongated cell morphology, as well as increased 

migration and invasion (Golembieski et al., 2008). 

As tracking individual cells requires many individual segmentations with a unique label to 

identify each segmentation, the instance segmentation method is preferred, as it predicts class 

labels and pixel-wise instance masks to localise a varying number of segmentations in each 

image (Liu et al., 2018). Usiigaci is a program designed by Tsai and colleagues, and it utilises 

this method of segmentation to precisely track individual cell shape and migration (Tsai et al., 

2019). The program is based on the mask regional convolutional neural network (Mask R-

CNN) (Tsai et al., 2019), which is a well-known architecture that is capable of instance 

segmentation, bounding-box object detection, and can be generalised to other tasks (He et al., 

2017). Therefore, the Mask R-CNN architecture may be a good candidate to investigate 

instance segmentation in spheroid and wound healing assays. This would provide another mode 

of analysis for the current pipeline, thus making the overall pipeline a more robust migration 

analysis tool, and it would also provide more meaningful insights into the changes in cell 

morphology as it migrates. 

 

4.4.2 FE analysis pipeline discussion 

The FE approach to this pipeline was utilised to faithfully represent the regional migration 

patterns, as well as overall migration in the tumoursphere experiments and wound healing 

migration experiment in this thesis. Although the FE analysis in the new pipeline was able to 

faithfully represent migration seen in tumourspheres and wound healing cell aggregates, 

significant smoothing during the mesh fitting phase was applied to reduce numerical 

instabilities during the FE analysis. Thus, the resultant mesh was a good approximation of the 

segmented shape, but it could not capture the full resolution of the shape. One possible option 
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is to refine the template meshes so that there are more points available to fit and resolve more 

complex shapes. However, increasing the number of nodal segments in the mesh will increase 

the computational cost; thus, the FE analysis time will increase proportionately. Therefore, 

optimisation of the mesh complexity, fitting and FE analysis should be considered in the future, 

so that the pipeline can capture more complex shapes whilst retaining optimum analysis time.  

The meshing and FE analysis steps were automated via a python batch script that runs the steps 

in sequence (Appendix L). However, MATLAB was used at the time of writing this thesis to 

project point clouds onto the boundaries of the segmented shapes. MATLAB is not a free 

software and the script could not be implemented into the batch script automation. Therefore, 

future considerations could include using Canny edge detector from the OpenCV module in 

python to detect the edges (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008) and various NumPy functions to extract 

the edges as x, y, z point cloud coordinates. This would maintain the accessibility of the 

pipeline to the wider audience to use. 

Overall, the new pipeline improved on the initial pipeline by implementing ML-based 

automated segmentation onto a FE analysis platform mostly based on python and freeware (i.e. 

FEBio), which is much more accessible than the CMISS analysis pipeline running on a Linux 

platform. Additionally, the new pipeline was able to faithfully represent both the regional and 

overall migrations in tumourspheres. Moreover, the new pipeline was able to analyse migration 

in wound healing assays, which shows its adaptability to a different assay. Therefore, this sets 

a new foundation for more accurate and detailed migration analysis that can process high-

throughput data. 
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5 General Conclusion 

In this thesis, a semi-automated pipeline was developed that combined an ML-based 

segmentation algorithm and FE analysis to accurately analyse the regional migration patterns 

as well as the overall migration magnitude in 3D spheroid migration models. Moreover, the 

thesis has shown that the pipeline was flexible enough to analyse migration patterns from 

wound healing assays, proving the applicability of the pipeline to different kinds of migration 

assays. One strength of the pipeline is that it is built mainly with open source, free and OS-

independent software, allowing the pipeline to be accessible to the wider scientific community. 

Overall, the new pipeline achieved this thesis's objectives and have laid a solid foundation for 

developing a computational tool for more comprehensive migration analysis, which may 

provide novel insights for cell migrations in various in vitro and potentially in vivo studies. 

Future works will focus on expanding the current pipeline to single-cell migration analysis by 

implementing the instance segmentation to segment and track individual cell migration and 

morphology. Additionally, future implementations to the pipeline involve varying derivatives 

of the U-Net segmentation model to improve segmentation accuracy and generalisation. The 

FE mesh resolutions and the mesh fitting procedure will also be optimised to capture complex 

boundary shapes more faithfully, including those from in vivo images. The ultimate goal is to 

develop an open-source tool for comprehensive cell migration analysis and make it freely 

available for researchers worldwide in their cell migration studies, which will provide a new 

way of characterising the mechanisms involved in the migratory behaviours of cells. This thesis 

successfully completed the first step towards this ambitious goal.  
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Appendices 

The appendices include the core codes used to perform the tasks in this thesis. To ensure the 

best readability, please use a code editor (i.e. Notepad++) to inspect the code.  
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Appendix A: Turning .txt images into readable .ipdata cloudpoints 

with java scripting 

//******************************** 

//simple method that stores values 

//******************************** 

public void store_value(){ 

int k,l; 

int starting, ending, integer_or_float,dp_start,dp_end,dp; 

String line=" "; 

String separator = "."; 

int value,do_it_once; 

dp=do_it_once=value=integer_or_float=0; 

 

//read the values in the image 

for(k=0; k < y_size; k++){ 

try{ 

 line = b_file.readLine(); 

}catch(IOException ie){ 

}  

 

line = line.trim(); 

//initialise 

 

starting = 0; 

 

//check the file format if it has "." or not 

if(k==0){//do it only at the very begining 

 if(line.indexOf(".") == -1){ 

  integer_or_float = 1; //it is integer 

  separator = "\t"; 

 }else{ 

  integer_or_float = 2;// it is float 
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  separator ="."; 

 } 

}    

 

//see how many decimal points we have 

//do it only for once at the beginning 

 

if((integer_or_float==2)&&(do_it_once==0)){ 

 dp_start = line.indexOf("."); 

 dp_end = line.indexOf(" ",dp_start+1); 

 if(dp_end==-1) dp_end = line.indexOf("\t",dp_start+1); 

 dp=dp_end-dp_start-1; 

 do_it_once++; 

}  

  

//read in the numbers to see how many contours we have in that line 

for(l = 0; l < x_size; l++){   

 if(integer_or_float==2){     

   ending = line.indexOf(separator, starting)+dp; 

  value = (int)new Double(line.substring(starting, 

ending+1)).doubleValue(); 

  }else{ 

   ending = line.indexOf(separator, starting); 

   if(ending != -1) 

       value = new Integer(line.substring(starting, 

ending)).intValue(); 

   else 

       value = new 

Integer(line.substring(starting)).intValue();    

  } 

   

  number_storage[k][l] = value; 

 //add shift starting to ending  

 if(integer_or_float == 2) 

  starting = ending + 2; 
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 else 

  starting = ending + 1;   

}   

} 

}//end of store_value() method 

//******************************************************************

*******************// 

 

public static void main(String[] argv) throws IOException{ 

//input format : 1. output file name  

//   2. file names that are to be processed 

 

if(argv.length > 1){ 

 int length = (argv.length-1)/2; 

 String[] files = new String[length]; 

 int[] z_values = new int[length]; 

 System.arraycopy(argv,1,files,0,length); 

 for(int i=0; i < length; i++) 

  z_values[i] = new Integer(argv[i+length+1]).intValue(); 

 for(int j=0; j < length; j++) 

System.out.println("name and z values are 

"+files[j]+","+z_values[j]); 

ipdata_for_different_sizes ifm = new 

ipdata_for_different_sizes(argv[0], files,z_values); 

} 

else{ 

ipdata_for_different_sizes ifm = new 

ipdata_for_different_sizes(argv[0]);  

}  
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Appendix B: Meshing of the cloud points with CMISS 

The code below only shows the fitting of the inner boundary (the tumoursphere boundary). The 

outer boundary fitting uses the same code, but the fitted mesh from the inner boundary fitting 

is used as the template mesh to be deformed. 

 

# If the example path is not set, default to current directory 

if (!defined $example) {$example = "./";} 

# Drop off the trailing / in the example path 

$chopped = chop $example; 

if ($chopped ne "/") {$example .= $chopped;} 

 

# Define parameters, regions, coordinate system and bases 

fem def para;r;twocube;$common_path2 

fem def coord;r;no_mapping;$common_path2 

 

fem def base;r;BiCubicLinear;$common_path  

fem def;add base;r;BiLinear;$common_path 

fem def;add base;r;BiCubicHerm;$common_path 

fem def;add base;r;CubicLinear;$common_path 

fem def;add base;r;TriLinear;$common_path 

fem def;add base;r;LinearCubic;$common_path 

 

## READ NODES AND ELEMENTS 

#fem def node;r;slice_refined;$common_path2 

#fem def elem;r;slice_refined;$common_path2 

#fem def node;r;z_correct 

#fem def elem;r;test2 

 

fem def node;r;$inside_node 

fem def elem;r;final_refined 
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## UPDATE NODAL DERIVATIVES 

fem update nodes derivative 1 linear # Updates the derivatives in 

all three 

fem update nodes derivative 2 linear # xi directions 

fem update nodes derivative 3 linear # 

 

#move it to the origin 

fem change node translate by $final_refined_x,$final_refined_y,0  

#######CHANGE HERE 

 

### Moving mesh to align it with data 

#scaling factor for inside boudnary 

#fem change node scale by 6.5,7,1       ########CHANGE HERE 

 

## EXPORT MESH FOR VIEWING 

fem export node;${object}_br as ${object}_br #offset $offi 

fem export elem;${object}_br as ${object}_br #offset_node $offi 

offset_elem $offi 

fem update field from geometry       # Updates field  

fem def elem;d  field 

 

## EXPORT MESH FOR VIEWING 

fem export node;${object}_initial as ${object}_initial #offset $offi 

fem export elem;${object}_initial as ${object}_initial #offset_node 

$offi offset_elem $offi 

 

fem update field from geometry       # Updates field  

fem def elem;d  field 

 

## DEFINIE WHICH FACES ARE TO BE FITTED IN OUR CASE THEY ARE 

EXTERNAL FACES 

fem group face allfaces xi2 low as OUTSIDE 

fem group face allfaces xi2 high as FFFFF 

#fem group face OUTSIDE,INSIDE as FFFFF 

 

fem li face;what groups 
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#############DOING INSIDE, USING ${exp}_${i}_i##################### 

 

### READING THE DATA POINTS GENERATD FROM YOUR IMAGES 

fem def data;r;${exp}_${i}_i;$data_folder      # Reads in data 

information 

 

### translate data to align it with the mesh to the origin (This 

number should be same for in and out fitting) 

#fem change data translate by -60,-54,0 

fem change data translate by $x_center,$y_center,0 

 

fem export data;${exp}_1_i as ${exp}_1_i 

 

## DATA PROJECTION TO THE CLOSEST FACE 

fem def xi;c closest_face faces FFFFF  

fem def xi;w;twocube closest_face faces FFFFF   

#fem def xi;r;twocube closest_face faces  

fem export data;${exp}_1_i_initial_error error as 

${exp}_1_i_initial_error  

     

fem li data error                    # Lists initial data error 

 

# Fitting is done iteratively. In this case three iterations. Since 

we do linear 

# fitting, after each fit, scale factors are updated which results 

in change    

# in the shape of the fitted mesh. Thus, re-projection of data 

points onto the  

# new mesh is required prior to determining the error. Also note 

that for each  

# iteration, a new *.ipfit is read in. This helps to relax the 

Sobelov weights  

# gradually. 

 

$tot_itt = 1; 
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fem def fit;r;${object};example geometry faces FFFFF  

  

for ($fit_itt=1; $fit_itt<=$tot_itt; $fit_itt=$fit_itt+1){   

   fem fit 

   fem update node fit 

   fem update scale_factor normalise 

   fem de xi;c closest_face faces FFFFF #old 

   fem li data error 

   system "echo ' ================' "  

   system "echo ' ITERATION ${fit_itt} DONE' " 

   system "echo ' ================' " 

} 

 

$type = 'fitted_A5' #A5 5 degree rotation for shear case 

$type = 'fitted_A5' 

$type = 'fitted_A10' 

$type = 'fitted_A15' 

$type = 'fitted_manually_rotated' 

#$type = 'sb0_15_fitted' 

$type = 'fitted_ZC' 

 

fem export nodes;${exp}_${i}_i_${type} as ${exp}_${i}_i_${type} 

fem export elem;${exp}_${i}_i_${type} as ${exp}_${i}_i_${type} 

 

fem def node;w;${exp}_${i}_i_${type} 
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Appendix C: Perl script that aligns the top and bottom face of the 

mesh 

# What it does: read in the ipdata file version of the node file and 

realign top and bottom together and spit out ipnode for 

cell_strain3.com file  

# perl align_top_and_bottom3.pl exp_label starting_timepoint_number 

(usually 1) 

 

${file1} = $ARGV[0]; 

 

 

for ($ARGV[1]=0; $ARGV[1] <= 4; $ARGV[1]++) {  

 ${file2} = $ARGV[1]; 

 open (INPUT, "${file1}_${file2}_o_fitted.ipdata") || die ("NO 

${file1}.ipdata EXISTS"); 

 open (my $fh, '>', "${file1}_${file2}_o_fitted_a.ipnode") || 

die ("NO ${file}_strain_result.txt EXISTS"); 

 

 # HOW TO RUN THIS FILE 

 # perl align_top_and_bottom2.pl input_ipdata_file > 

output_ipnode_file 

 

 $current_line_number =0; 

 $height=2; 

 #medial femur gauss points 

 @ROI=(1..1024); 

 

 $average_strain=0; 

 $data_counter=0; 

 $max_strain=0; 

 $max_strain_original=0; 

 $max_strain_limit=150; 
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 @bottom_nodes = 

(5,6,9,10,13,14,17,18,41,42,45,46,49,50,53,33,39,31,21,22,646,569,67

3,605,730,731,772,773,816,817,860,861,904,905,942,943,946,947,950,95

1,954,955,958,959,962,963,966,967,970,971,974,975,978,979,982,983,98

6,987,990,991,994,995,998,999,1002,1003,1006,1007,1010,1011,1014,101

5); 

 

 @bottom_all =(); 

 @top_all = (); 

 while($line = <INPUT>){ 

     @data_array = split(' ', $line); 

 

     #print "reading again $line\n"; 

 

     if(grep{ $_ eq $data_array[0]} @bottom_nodes){ #if the 

current node is bottom node, store it to the bottom node array 

   

   push(@bottom_all,$line); 

     }else{ 

   push(@top_all,$line); 

    }  

 } 

 

 $bottom_size = @bottom_all; 

 $top_size = @top_all; 

 #for($i=0; $i <$bottom_size; $i++){ 

 # print $bottom_all[$i]; 

 #} 

 

 print $fh "bottom size = $bottom_size, top size = 

$top_size\n"; 

 $all_size = $bottom_size+ $top_size; 

 $bottom_z = 0.0; 

 $top_z = 6.0; 

 

 #now create realigned ipnode file 
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 print $fh " CMISS Version 1.21 ipnode File Version 2\n"; 

 print $fh " Heading: datafile\n"; 

 print $fh "\n"; 

 print $fh " The number of nodes is [    1]:   $all_size\n"; 

 print $fh " Number of coordinates [3]: 3\n"; 

 print $fh " Do you want prompting for different versions of 

nj=1 [N]? N\n"; 

 print $fh " Do you want prompting for different versions of 

nj=2 [N]? N\n"; 

 print $fh " Do you want prompting for different versions of 

nj=3 [N]? N\n"; 

 print $fh " The number of derivatives for coordinate 1 is [0]: 

7\n"; 

 print $fh " The number of derivatives for coordinate 2 is [0]: 

7\n"; 

 print $fh " The number of derivatives for coordinate 3 is [0]: 

7\n"; 

 print $fh "\n"; 

 

 for($i=0; $i<$bottom_size; $i++){ 

    $bottom_line = $bottom_all[$i]; 

    $top_line = $top_all[$i]; 

    

    @bottom_data_array = split(' ', $bottom_line); 

    @top_data_array = split(' ', $top_line); 

 

    print $fh " Node number [    $bottom_data_array[0]]: 

$bottom_data_array[0]\n"; 

    print $fh " The Xj(1) coordinate is [ 0.00000E+00]:               

$top_data_array[1]\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 1 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 
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    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1, 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The Xj(2) coordinate is [ 0.00000E+00]:               

$top_data_array[2]\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 1 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1, 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The Xj(3) coordinate is [ 0.00000E+00]:               

$bottom_z\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 1 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1, 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh "\n"; 

 

    #print " $bottom_data_array[0] $top_data_array[1] 

$top_data_array[2] 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 \n"; 
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 }    

      

 for($i=0; $i<$top_size; $i++){ 

 

    $top_line = $top_all[$i]; 

    

    @top_data_array = split(' ', $top_line); 

    print $fh " Node number [    $top_data_array[0]]: 

$top_data_array[0]\n"; 

    print $fh " The Xj(1) coordinate is [ 0.00000E+00]:               

$top_data_array[1]\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 1 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1, 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The Xj(2) coordinate is [ 0.00000E+00]:               

$top_data_array[2]\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 1 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1, 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 
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    print $fh " The Xj(3) coordinate is [ 0.00000E+00]:               

$top_z\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 1 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 2 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt direction 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh " The derivative wrt directions 1, 2 & 3 is [ 

0.00000E+00]: 0.00000E+00\n"; 

    print $fh "\n"; 

 

 #   print " $top_data_array[0] $top_data_array[1] 

$top_data_array[2] 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 \n"; 

 }    

 

}  
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Appendix D: Node displacement calculation perl script 

#!/usr/bin/perl -w 

#USAGE: convert ipnode files from meshes at undeformed and deformed 

states (fitted and unfitted) to ipdata file 

# then run it as perl cell_deformation_deriv_fixed.pl 

undeformed.ipdata deformed.ipdata > output file 

# also need to manually put node numbers into the array variable 

called "all_nodes" 

# also this set up leaves the derivatives in the xi2 direction free 

for aorta mesh. For different meshes, use different set up 

# For JJ's cell, unfix all the derivatives 

# Declare the subroutines 

sub trim($); 

sub ltrim($); 

 

# Perl trim function to remove whitespace from the start and end of 

the string 

sub trim($) 

{ 

 my $string = shift; 

 $string =~ s/^\s+//; 

 $string =~ s/\s+$//; 

 return $string; 

}# Left trim function to remove leading whitespace 

 

sub ltrim($) 

{ 

 my $string = shift; 

 $string =~ s/^\s+//; 

 return $string; 

} 

 

open(INPUT,"<$ARGV[0]") || die; 

 

#refined mesh 
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@all_nodes = 

(5..24,31..34,39..54,569,571,605,607,646..647,673..674,730..733,772.

.775,816..819,860..863,904..907,942..1017); 

 

#@nums = {1..3,7,12..15}; 

#print ; 

 

while($line1 = <INPUT>){ 

 

#print $line1; 

        @numbers = split(" ", $line1); 

  

 #print "$numbers[1] $numbers[2] $numbers[3]\n"; 

  

 push(@initial_x,$numbers[1]); 

 push(@initial_y,$numbers[2]); 

 push(@initial_z,$numbers[3]);  

 

  

} 

open(INPUT,"<$ARGV[1]") || die; 

 

while($line = <INPUT>){ 

 

#print $line1; 

        @numbers = split(" ", $line); 

  

 #print "$numbers[1] $numbers[2] $numbers[3]\n"; 

  

 push(@deformed_x,$numbers[1]); 

 push(@deformed_y,$numbers[2]); 

 push(@deformed_z,$numbers[3]);  

 

  

} 
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$node_number = @initial_x; 

for($i=0; $i < $node_number; $i++){ 

 #print "$initial_x[$i] $deformed_x[$i]\n"; 

 push(@difference_x, $deformed_x[$i]-$initial_x[$i]); 

 push(@difference_y, $deformed_y[$i]-$initial_y[$i]); 

 push(@difference_z, $deformed_z[$i]-$initial_z[$i]); 

  

} 

 

print " CMISS Version 2.1  ipinit File Version 3\n"; 

print " Heading:\n"; 

print "  \n"; 

print " Specify option for Xi(3) faces [1]:\n"; 

print "   (1) No pressure boundary conditions\n"; 

print "   (2) Boundary pressure increments entered\n"; 

print "    1\n"; 

print " Specify option [1]:\n"; 

print "   (1) Initial displacements all zero\n"; 

print "   (2) Read in initial conditions\n"; 

print "   (3) Restart from previous solution\n"; 

print "    1\n"; 

print " \n"; 

print " Dependent variable boundary conditions:\n"; 

print " \n"; 

 

$offset = 100; 

 

print " Dependent variable/equation number 1 :\n"; 

for($i=0; $i < @all_nodes; $i++){  

 print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]:$all_nodes[$i]\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe the dependent variable [Y]? 

Y\n"; 

 print " The increment is [0.0]: $difference_x[$i]\n"; 
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 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 2 [N]? 

n\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 3 [N]? 

Y\n"; 

 print " The increment is [0.0]: 0.0\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 4 [N]? 

Y\n";  

 print " The increment is [0.0]: 0.0\n"; 

} 

print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]: 0\n";  

print " \n"; 

 

print " Dependent variable/equation number 2 :\n"; 

for($i=0; $i < @all_nodes; $i++){  

 print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]:$all_nodes[$i]\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe the dependent variable [Y]? 

Y\n"; 

 print " The increment is [0.0]: $difference_y[$i]\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 2 [N]? 

n\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 3 [N]? 

Y\n"; 

 print " The increment is [0.0]: 0.0\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 4 [N]? 

Y\n";  

 print " The increment is [0.0]: 0.0\n"; 

}  

print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]: 0\n";  

print " \n"; 

 

print " Dependent variable/equation number 3 :\n"; 

for($i=0; $i < @all_nodes; $i++){  

 print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]:$all_nodes[$i]\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe the dependent variable [Y]? 

Y\n"; 

 print " The increment is [0.0]: 0.0\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 2 [N]? 

Y\n"; 
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 print " The increment is [0.0]: 0.0\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 3 [N]? 

Y\n"; 

 print " The increment is [0.0]: 0.0\n"; 

 print " Do you want to prescribe derivative number 4 [N]? 

Y\n";  

 print " The increment is [0.0]: 0.0\n"; 

}  

print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]: 0\n";  

print " \n"; 

 

print " Force boundary conditions:\n"; 

print " \n"; 

print " Dependent variable/equation number 1 :\n"; 

print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]:     0\n"; 

print " \n"; 

print " Dependent variable/equation number 2 :\n"; 

print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]:     0\n"; 

print " \n"; 

print " Dependent variable/equation number 3 :\n"; 

print " Enter node #s/name [EXIT]:     0\n"; 

print " \n"; 

print " Specify the gravity vector components [0,0,0]:    

0.0000000000000000       0.0000000000000000       

0.0000000000000000\n"; 
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Appendix E: Surface strain calculation of the deformed mesh using 

CMISS 

#################################################################### 

# This problem solves a cylinder indenting and sliding without 

friction  

# along a half-space which is incompressible. 

#################################################################### 

 

# If the example path is not set, default to current directory 

if (!defined $example) {$example = "./";} 

# Drop off the trailing / in the example path 

$chopped = chop $example; 

if ($chopped ne "/") {$example .= $chopped;} 

 

# Define parameters, regions, coordinate system and bases 

fem def para;r;twocube 

fem def coord;r;no_mapping 

 

fem def base;r;BiCubicLinear;$common_path  

fem def;add base;r;BiLinear;$common_path 

fem def;add base;r;BiCubicHerm;$common_path 

fem def;add base;r;CubicLinear;$common_path 

fem def;add base;r;TriLinear;$common_path 

fem def;add base;r;LinearCubic;$common_path 

 

# Read in the undeformed cell 

fem def node;r;${exp}_${i}_o_fitted_a 

#fem def node;r;d1tb0_fitted 

fem def elem;r;final_refined 

 

#fem update nodes derivative 1 linear # Updates the derivatives in 

all three 

#fem update nodes derivative 2 linear # xi directions 
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#fem update nodes derivative 3 linear # 

 

fem export node;${object}_initial as ${object}_initial #offset $offi 

fem export elem;${object}_initial as ${object}_initial #offstet_node 

$offi offset_elem $offi 

fem li elem;test 

 

 

fem group elem all_elements as ALL_ELEMENTS #group the element and 

call it ALL_ELEMENTS 

 

# Define fibre directions 

#fem def fibre;d 

#fem def fibre;w;migration_refined_correct 

 

 

fem def fibre;r;migration_refined_correct 

fem def elem;r;final_refined fibre 

 

#### COMPRESSIBLE MATERIAL LAW FOR FE ANALYSIS  

fem def equa;r;mechanics_compressible 

fem def mat;r;grid_gauss_coupling 

 

#### NEW IPINIT FILE TO BE GENERATED FROM 

surface_strain_init_file_generator_for_bicubic_linear_derive_fixed_o

nly_xi2.pl FILE 

fem def init;r;${object} 

 

########################################### 

# ******* define cell parameter ******** # 

########################################### 

fem def grid;r;sophia_cell gauss class 2 

fem update grid geometry 

fem group grid element ALL_ELEMENTS as ALL_GRID_POINTS 

 

# define a cellml equation 
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fem def equa;r;cellmlMaster class 2 

fem def mate;d class 2 

 

fem def cell;r;linear_elasticity class 2 

fem def mate;r;linear_elasticity cell class 2 

 

fem def solve;r;LU_Solve #define the solver to be used for the 

finite elasticity equations 

fem def init;d class 2   

fem def solv;r;cell-hmt-implicit-adams class 2  

fem solve class 2 to 0;  

 

# increment to apply the same amount of force during cylic loading.  

#@increments = (0.001,0.009,0.05,0.21,0.3,0.28,0.15); 

@increments = (0.001,0.009,0.01,0.04,0.1,0.1,0.3,0.28,0.15); 

#@increments = (0.1,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.3); 

#@increments = (0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25); 

#@increments = (0.33,0.33,0.34); 

#@increments = (1); 

 

$LOOP = scalar(@increments) 

 

$increment= 0.2; 

 

$LOOP = 1/$increment; 

 

print "\33[0;30;42m total number of loop = $LOOP \033[0m\n"; 

$datasetIdx = 0 

for $Z (1..$LOOP){ 

$ZZ=$Z-1 

#fem solve iter 200  increment $increments[$ZZ]  

fem solve iter 200  increment $increment  

#fem update geom from sol YP_index 1 to 1..3  
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#fem update scale_factor normalise 

 

#fem update node derivative 1 linear 

#fem update node derivative 2 linear 

#fem update node derivative 3 linear 

 

#fem update solution geometry substitute 

#fem update geometry from sol YP_index 3 to 1..3 

  

############$trial = ${object}_fixed_xi2################# 

$mod = 'rel_no_deriv_update_5increment_test' 

fem li stress;solution_${object}_fixed_xi2_${Z}_${mod}_stress full 

fem li strain;solution_${object}_fixed_xi2_${Z}_${mod}_strain full 

fem update geometry from solution 

fem export node;solution_${object}_fixed_xi2_${Z} as 

solution_${object}_fixed_xi2_${mod}_${Z} 

fem export elem;solution_${object}_fixed_xi2_${Z} as 

solution_${object}_fixed_xi2_${mod}_${Z} 

fem list elem;solution_${object}_fixed_xi2_${Z} 

} 
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Appendix F: U-Net architecture python code 

##INITIALIZE_GPU_AND_SET_GPU_MEM_LIMIT 

physical_devices = tf.config.list_physical_devices('GPU') 

try: 

  tf.config.experimental.set_memory_growth(physical_devices[0], 

True) 

except: 

  # Invalid device or cannot modify virtual devices once 

initialized. 

  pass 

 

##WHAT_IS_YOUR_TRIAL_AND_DATE? 

date_time = datetime.datetime.now().strftime('%d-%m-%Y_%H-%M-%S') 

trial = "1_scratch_v2" 

 

#DIMENSIONS_OF_IMAGE## 

img_width = 512 

img_height = 512 

img_channels = 3 

 

#TRAINING_AND_VAL_DIRECTORIES 

training_path = 'train/' 

test_path = 'test/' 

 

#GETS_LISTS_SUBFOLDERS_FROM_TRAIN_AND_VAL_FOLDERS 

train_ids = next(os.walk(training_path))[1] 

train_ids.sort(key=int) 

test_ids = [os.path.splitext(p)[0] for p in 

next(os.walk(test_path))[2]] 

test_ids.sort 

 

#CREATE_EMPTY_ARRAYS_TO_BE_FILLED_IN_AFTER_IMAGES_ARE_RESIZED 

x_train = np.zeros((len(train_ids), img_width, img_height, 

img_channels), dtype=np.uint8) 
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y_train = np.zeros((len(train_ids), img_width, img_height, 1), 

dtype=np.bool) 

# x_test = np.zeros((len(test_ids), img_width, img_height, 

img_channels), dtype=np.uint8) 

 

print("Resizing raw and mask images...") 

for n, id_ in tqdm(enumerate(train_ids), 

total=len(train_ids)):#len(train_ids)): 

    path = os.path.join(training_path,id_) 

    img = cv2.imread(path + '/raw.png') 

    img = resize(img, (img_width, img_height), mode='constant', 

preserve_range=True) 

    x_train[n] = img 

    mask = cv2.imread(path + '/labeled.png') 

    mask = cv2.cvtColor(mask, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

    mask = np.expand_dims(resize(mask, (img_width, img_height), 

mode='constant', preserve_range=True), axis=-1) 

    y_train[n] = mask 

#number = random.randint(0,len(train_ids)) 

#imshow(x_train[number]) 

#plt.show() 

#imshow(np.squeeze(y_train[number])) 

#plt.show() 

#exit(0) 

 

# print("Resizing test images...") 

# for n, id_ in tqdm(enumerate(test_ids), total=len(test_ids)): 

#     test = cv2.imread(test_path + '/' + id_ + '.png') 

#     test = resize(test, (img_width, img_height), mode='constant', 

preserve_range=True) 

#     x_test[n] = test 

 

# print("Done!") 

 

 

#number = random.randint(0,len(train_ids)) 
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#imshow(x_test[number]) 

#plt.show() 

 

##START_OF_ARCHITECTURE## This architecture is the U-net 

architecture, refer to Olaf, Fischer and Brox's paper about it: 

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-24574-4_28 

##INPUT_LAYER## 

inputs = tf.keras.layers.Input((img_width, img_height, 

img_channels)) 

s = tf.keras.layers.Lambda(lambda x: x/255.0)(inputs) #Standardize 

the image pixel values between 0 and 1 for easier processing 

 

##CONTRACTING_PATH## Refer to paper for architecture 

c1 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(32, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(s) 

c1 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.1)(c1) 

c1 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(32, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c1) 

p1 = tf.keras.layers.MaxPooling2D((2,2))(c1) 

 

c2 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(64, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(p1) 

c2 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.1)(c2) 

c2 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(64, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c2) 

p2 = tf.keras.layers.MaxPooling2D((2,2))(c2) 

 

c3 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(128, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(p2) 

c3 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.2)(c3) 

c3 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(128, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c3) 

p3 = tf.keras.layers.MaxPooling2D((2,2))(c3) 

 

c4 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(256, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(p3) 

c4 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.2)(c4) 

c4 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(256, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c4) 
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p4 = tf.keras.layers.MaxPooling2D((2,2))(c4) 

 

c5 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(512, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(p4) 

c5 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.3)(c5) 

c5 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(512, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c5) 

 

##EXPANSIVE_PATH## 

u6 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2DTranspose(256, (2,2), strides=(2,2), 

padding='same')(c5) 

u6 = tf.keras.layers.concatenate([u6, c4]) 

c6 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(256, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(u6) 

c6 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.2)(c6) 

c6 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(256, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c6) 

 

u7 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2DTranspose(128, (2,2), strides=(2,2), 

padding='same')(c6) 

u7 = tf.keras.layers.concatenate([u7, c3]) 

c7 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(128, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(u7) 

c7 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.2)(c7) 

c7 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(128, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c7) 

 

u8 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2DTranspose(64, (2,2), strides=(2,2), 

padding='same')(c7) 

u8 = tf.keras.layers.concatenate([u8, c2]) 

c8 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(64, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(u8) 

c8 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.1)(c8) 

c8 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(64, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c8) 

 

u9 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2DTranspose(32, (2,2), strides=(2,2), 

padding='same')(c8) 

u9 = tf.keras.layers.concatenate([u9, c1]) 
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c9 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(32, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(u9) 

c9 = tf.keras.layers.Dropout(0.1)(c9) 

c9 = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(32, (3,3), activation='relu', 

kernel_initializer='he_normal', padding='same')(c9) 

 

outputs = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D(1, (1,1), activation='sigmoid')(c9) 

##END_OF_ARCHITECTURE## 

 

model = tf.keras.Model(inputs=[inputs], outputs=[outputs]) 

model.compile(optimizer='adam', loss='binary_crossentropy', 

metrics=['accuracy']) 

model.summary() 

 

h5_name = "tumoursphere_" + date_time + "_Trial_" + trial + ".h5" 

model_name = "U_net_" + date_time + "_Trial_" + trial + ".model" 

 

##FITTING_THE_MODEL 

checkpointer = tf.keras.callbacks.ModelCheckpoint(h5_name, 

verbose=1, save_best_only=True) 

#('tumoursphere.h5', verbose=1, save_best_only=True) 

 

callbacks = [ 

    tf.keras.callbacks.EarlyStopping(patience=5, 

monitor='val_loss'), 

    

tf.keras.callbacks.TensorBoard(log_dir='logs/{}'.format(model_name))

, 

    tf.keras.callbacks.ModelCheckpoint(h5_name, verbose=1, 

save_best_only=True) 

 ] 

 

results = model.fit(x_train, y_train, batch_size=4, epochs=100, 

validation_split=0.2, callbacks=callbacks) 

model.save(model_name) 
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Appendix G: Extracting the PD nodal coordinates from .feb file 

into a readable .xyz coordinate file using Python scripting 

def main(): 

    text = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(2) + '_' + 

str(new_itr).zfill(2) + '_v2_redo' 

 

    def search_string_in_file(string_to_search): 

        line_number = 0 

        global found 

        found = 0 

        with open((text + '.feb'), 'r') as read_obj: 

            for line in read_obj: 

                line_number += 1 

                # For each line, check if line contains the string 

                if string_to_search in line: 

                    # If yes, then use line_number associated with 

the string 

                    found = line_number 

        # Return line_number that string was found 

        return found 

 

 

    def list_search_string_in_file(string_to_search): 

        line_number = 0 

        global get_number 

        get_number = [] 

        with open(text + '.feb', 'r') as read_obj: 

            for line in read_obj: 

                # For each line, check if line contains the string 

                if string_to_search in line: 

                    # If yes, then use line_number associated with 

the string 

                    get_number.append(line_number) 

                line_number += 1 
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        # Return line_number that string was found 

        return get_number 

 

 

    def generate_full_xyz_file(coord_start,coord_end): 

        arr = [] 

        count = 0 

        with open((text + '.feb'), 'r') as f: 

            line = f.readlines() 

            #Clears whitespaces 

            strip_line = [elem.strip() for elem in line] 

            real_coord_end = coord_end - 2 

            #Establish start and end of the xyz coordinates in the 

feb file 

            raw_coordinates = strip_line[coord_start:real_coord_end] 

            while count < len(raw_coordinates): 

                #Removes unwanted characters 

                clean = 

raw_coordinates[count].replace('</node>','').replace('<node 

id="%s">'%(count+1),'') 

                #Converts remaining number strings into float point 

values 

                a = [float(i) for i in clean.split(",")] 

                #add these values into the 'arr' array 

                arr.append(a) 

                count += 1 

        #Stack the array with axis = 0, so it will list downwards 

when writing into a file 

        #xyz_coord = np.stack(arr) 

        xyz_coord = arr 

        # np.savetxt('mesh_template_proper_full_nodes.xyz', 

xyz_coord, delimiter=' ', fmt='%3.6f') 

        return(xyz_coord) 

 

    def prescribed_node_id(prescribe_start,prescribe_end): 

    #prescribe_start = search_string_in_file('<NodeSet 

name="PrescribedDisplacement01_x">') 
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    #prescribe_end = search_string_in_file('<SolidDomain 

name="Part1" mat="Material1"/>') 

        prescribe_arr = [] 

        count = 0 

        with open((text + '.feb'), 'r') as f: 

            line = f.readlines() 

            strip_line = [elem.strip() for elem in line] 

            #deletes the prescribed displacement lines to avoid 

integers complications later down the line 

            del_index_array_01 = 

list_search_string_in_file('<NodeSet name="PrescribedDisplacement') 

            # del_index_array_02 = 

list_search_string_in_file('<NodeSet name="FixedDisplacement') 

            # full_del_index_array = np.hstack((del_index_array_01, 

del_index_array_02)) 

            clean_strip_line = np.delete(strip_line, 

del_index_array_01) 

            real_prescribe_start = prescribe_start 

            real_prescribe_end = prescribe_end - (2 + 

len(del_index_array_01)) #2 lines above where it needs to end and 

the deleted lines beforehand accounted for 

            raw_prescribe = 

clean_strip_line[real_prescribe_start:real_prescribe_end] 

        #Remove non-numeric data from the list 

        while count < len(raw_prescribe): 

            numeric_string = re.sub("[^0-9]", "", 

raw_prescribe[count]) 

            prescribe_arr.append(numeric_string) 

            count += 1 

        #prescribe_numbers = np.stack(prescribe_arr,axis=0) 

        filter_prescribe_arr = list(filter(None, prescribe_arr)) 

        n = [int(i) for i in filter_prescribe_arr] 

        #removes duplicate 

        dupe = set() 

        non_dupe = [] 

        for item in n: 

            if item not in dupe: 

                dupe.add(item) 
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                non_dupe.append(item) 

        return non_dupe 

 

    #List of all the node xyz coordinates in the order specified by 

the feb file 

    full_xyz_coordinates = 

generate_full_xyz_file(search_string_in_file('<Nodes 

name="Object01">'),search_string_in_file('<Elements type="hex8" 

name="Part1">')) 

    #List of all the node ids in the order specified by the feb file 

    node_ids = 

prescribed_node_id(search_string_in_file('</Elements>'),search_strin

g_in_file('</Mesh>')) 

 

 

    #Empty array to be appended with prescribed node id coordinates 

    prescribed_node_xyz = [] 

    c = 0 

    #Set each node_id as an index to grab their respective 

coordinates 

    for i in node_ids: 

        #List number is always one more than the node_id number as 

list starts at 0 

        c = i - 1 

        #Appends the prescribed node id coordinates into empty array 

iteratively 

        prescribed_node_xyz.append(full_xyz_coordinates[c]) 

 

    # print(len(prescribed_node_xyz)) 

    #exit(-1) 

 

    list_to_del = [] 

    count = 0 

    while count < len(prescribed_node_xyz): 

        a = count + 2 

        list_to_del.append(a) 

        b = count + 3 

        list_to_del.append(b) 
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        count += 4 

 

    altered_prescribed_node_xyz = np.delete(prescribed_node_xyz, 

np.array(list_to_del), 0) 

    # print(altered_prescribed_node_xyz) 

    #Save coordinates as xyz file to be meshed 

    np.savetxt((text + '_full_node_xyz.txt'), full_xyz_coordinates, 

delimiter=' ', fmt='%3.6f') 

    np.savetxt((text + '_prescribed_coordinates.xyz'), 

prescribed_node_xyz, delimiter=' ', fmt='%3.6f') 

    np.savetxt((text + '_altered_prescribed_coordinates.xyz'), 

altered_prescribed_node_xyz, delimiter=' ', fmt='%3.6f') 

 

    print('prescribed_nodes extracted!') 
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Appendix H: MATLAB script to extract point cloud data from a 

binary .png segmentation map 

I = flipdim(Image,1); %#ok<DFLIPDIM> 

[B,L,N] = bwboundaries(I); 

 

%B = bwboundaries(Ifill); 

for k = 1 

    b = B{k}; 

    plot(b(:,2),b(:,1),'g','linewidth',2); 

end 

 

c1  = downsample(b(:,2),1); 

c2  = downsample(b(:,1),1); 

 

% c3 = downsample(b2(:,2),1); 

% c4 = downsample(b2(:,1),1); 

 

[NyI, NxI]   = size(I); 

cl_1         = 100; 

cl_2         = 5; 

 

% domain extent 

xmin         = 1; 

xmax         = NxI; 

ymin         = 1; 

ymax         = NyI; 

 

count = numel(c1); 

x  = c1; y = c2; z = zeros(count,1); 

 

uiopen(append(path,name,'_',num2str(number,'%03.f'),'.txt'),1); 

x2 = vertcat(x,x); 
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y2 = vertcat(y,y); 

%z1 = zeros(count,1); 

z2 = ones(count,1)*10; 

z3 = ones(count,1)*20; 

z4 = ones(count,1)*60; 

z_cat = vertcat(z,z4); 

% X = x(:) ;  

% Y = y(:) ;  

% Z = z(:) ;  

% p = [X, Y, Z] ; 

p = [x, y, z]; 

p_3d = [x2,y2,z_cat]; 

% P = typecast(p, 'uint8'); 

% writematrix(p,'test.txt', 'Delimeter', 'tab'); 

% type 'test.txt'; 

fid = 

fopen(append(path,name,'_',num2str(number,'%03.f'),'_matlab_b.xyz'), 

'wt'); 

fprintf(fid, [repmat('%.f\t', 1, size(p,2)-1) '%f\n'],p.'); 

fclose(fid); 

fid = 

fopen(append(path,name,'_',num2str(number,'%03.f'),'_matlab_b_3d_0_6

0.xyz'), 'wt'); 

fprintf(fid, [repmat('%.f\t', 1, size(p_3d,2)-1) '%f\n'],p_3d.'); 

fclose(fid); 
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Appendix I: Python script to Host mesh fit with the .xyz point 

clouds  

def main(): 

    # fitting parameters for host mesh fitting 

    host_mesh_pad = 0.1  # host mesh padding around slave points 

    host_elem_type = 'quad444'  # quadrilateral cubic host elements 

    host_elems = [1, 1, 1]  # a single element host mesh 

    maxit = 50 

    sobd = [10,10,10] 

    sobw = 1e-08 

    xtol = 1e-12 

 

    #save name 

    save_name = name + '_' + str(new_itr).zfill(3) + '_hmf.xyz' 

    # old_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(3) + '_hmf.xyz' 

     

    #control z array 

    arr = [0,60] 

    z_arr = np.vstack(((arr) * 32)) 

    # print(z_arr) 

 

    # source points for fitting 

    source_points_fitting_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(2) 

+ '_' + str(new_itr).zfill(2) + 

'_v2_redo_altered_prescribed_coordinates.xyz' 

    # source_points_fitting_file = old_file 

    source_points_fitting = 

np.hstack((np.loadtxt(source_points_fitting_file, usecols=(0,1)), 

z_arr))#[0::4] 

 

    # source points to be passived deformed (not fitted) 

    source_points_passive_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(2) 

+ '_' + str(new_itr).zfill(2) + 

'_v2_redo_altered_prescribed_coordinates.xyz' 

    # source_points_passive_file = old_file 
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    source_points_passive = 

np.hstack((np.loadtxt(source_points_passive_file, usecols=(0,1)), 

z_arr))#[:128] 

    # source_points_passive = np.loadtxt(source_points_passive_file, 

usecols=(0,1,5))[::3] 

 

    # target point cloud (affine transform of source points for 

fitting) 

    target_points_file = name + '_' + str(new_itr).zfill(3) + 

'_matlab_b_3d_0_60.xyz' 

    target_points = np.loadtxt(target_points_file, 

usecols=(0,1,2))[::3] 

 

    #target_points = transform3D.transformAffine( 

        #source_points_fitting, 

        #np.array([ 

            #[1.2, 0.01, 0.02, 0.01], 

            #[0.01, 0.9, 0.01, -0.01], 

            #[0.02, 0.01, 1.1, 0.005], 

            #[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1], 

        #])    #) 

 

    # =============================================================# 

    # rigidly register source points to target points 

    reg1_T, source_points_fitting_reg1, reg1_errors = 

af.fitDataRigidDPEP( 

        source_points_fitting, 

        target_points, 

        xtol=1e-6, 

        sample=1000, 

        t0=np.deg2rad((0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)), 

        outputErrors=1 

    ) 

 

    # add isotropic scaling to rigid registration 

    reg2_T, source_points_fitting_reg2, reg2_errors = 

af.fitDataRigidScaleDPEP( 
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        source_points_fitting, 

        target_points, 

        xtol=1e-6, 

        sample=1000, 

        t0=np.hstack([reg1_T, 1.0]), 

        outputErrors=1 

    ) 

 

    # apply same transforms to the passive slave points 

    source_points_passive_reg2 = 

transform3D.transformRigidScale3DAboutP( 

        source_points_passive, 

        reg2_T, 

        source_points_fitting.mean(0) 

    ) 

    source_points_all = np.vstack([ 

        source_points_fitting_reg2, 

        source_points_passive_reg2, 

    ]) 

    # =============================================================# 

    # host mesh fit source fitting points to target points and 

    # apply HMF transform to passive source points 

 

    # define some slave obj funcs 

    target_tree = cKDTree(target_points) 

 

 

    # distance between each source fitting point and its closest 

target point 

    # this it is the fastest 

    # should not be used if source has more geometry than target 

    def slave_func_sptp(x): 

        d = target_tree.query(x)[0] 

        return d 
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    # distance between each target point and its closest source 

fitting point 

    # should not use if source has less geometry than target 

    def slave_func_tpsp(x): 

        sourcetree = cKDTree(x) 

        d = sourcetree.query(target_points)[0] 

        return d 

 

    # combination of the two funcs above 

    # this gives the most accurate result 

    # should not use if source and target cover different amount of 

    # geometry 

    def slave_func_2way(x): 

        sourcetree = cKDTree(x) 

        d_tpsp = sourcetree.query(target_points)[0] 

        d_sptp = target_tree.query(x)[0] 

        return np.hstack([d_tpsp, d_sptp]) 

 

 

    slave_func = slave_func_sptp 

 

    # make host mesh 

    host_mesh = GFF.makeHostMeshMulti( 

        source_points_all.T, 

        host_mesh_pad, 

        host_elem_type, 

        host_elems, 

    ) 

 

    # calculate the emdedding (xi) coordinates of passive 

    # source points. 

    source_points_passive_xi = 

host_mesh.find_closest_material_points( 

        source_points_passive_reg2, 
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        initGD=[50, 50, 50], 

        verbose=True, 

    )[0] 

    # make passive source point evaluator function 

    eval_source_points_passive = 

geometric_field.makeGeometricFieldEvaluatorSparse( 

        host_mesh, [1, 1], 

        matPoints=source_points_passive_xi, 

    ) 

 

    # host mesh fit 

    host_x_opt, source_points_fitting_hmf, \ 

    slave_xi, rmse_hmf = fitting_tools.hostMeshFitPoints( 

        host_mesh, 

        source_points_fitting_reg2, 

        slave_func, 

        max_it=maxit, 

        sob_d=sobd, 

        sob_w=sobw, 

        verbose=True, 

        xtol=xtol 

    ) 

    # evaluate the new positions of the passive source points 

    source_points_passive_hmf = 

eval_source_points_passive(host_x_opt).T 

    # print(source_points_fitting_hmf) 

    np.savetxt(save_name, source_points_fitting_hmf, delimiter=' ', 

fmt='%3.6f') 

    # =============================================================# 

    # view 

    if has_mayavi: 

         v = fieldvi.Fieldvi() 

         v.addData('target points', target_points, 

renderArgs={'mode': 'point', 'color': (1, 0, 0)}) 

         v.addData('source points fitting', source_points_fitting, 

renderArgs={'mode': 'sphere'}) 
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         v.addData('source points passive', source_points_passive, 

renderArgs={'mode': 'point'}) 

         v.addData('source points fitting reg1', 

source_points_fitting_reg1, renderArgs={'mode': 'point'}) 

         v.addData('source points fitting reg2', 

source_points_fitting_reg2, renderArgs={'mode': 'point'}) 

         v.addData('source points passive reg2', 

source_points_passive_reg2, renderArgs={'mode': 'point'}) 

         v.addData('source points fitting hmf', 

source_points_fitting_hmf, renderArgs={'mode': 'point'}) 

         v.addData('source points passive hmf', 

source_points_passive_hmf, renderArgs={'mode': 'point'}) 

         v.configure_traits() 

         v.scene.background = (0, 0, 0) 
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Appendix J: Python script to calculate nodal displacement and 

overwriting .feb file with the PD displacement boundary conditions 

def main(): 

    base_coord_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(2) + '_' + 

str(new_itr).zfill(2) + 

'_v2_redo_altered_prescribed_coordinates.xyz' 

    # If you want absolute displacement use base file below for base 

node coordinates 

    base_coord_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(3) + 

'_hmf.xyz' 

 

    coord_file = name + '_' + str(new_itr).zfill(3) + '_hmf.xyz' 

    base_feb_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(2) + '_' + 

str(new_itr).zfill(2) + '_v2_redo.feb' 

    new_feb_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(2) + '_' + 

str(new_itr).zfill(2) + '_v2_redo_hmf.feb' 

 

 

    def calculate_coord_differences(coord_axis): 

        if coord_axis == 'x': 

            col_type = 0 

            base_x_coord = np.loadtxt(base_coord_file, 

usecols=(col_type)) 

            base_x_coord_32 = np.delete(base_x_coord, np.s_[0::2], 

0) 

            # print(base_x_coord_32) 

            x_coord = np.loadtxt(coord_file, usecols=(col_type)) 

            grouped_x_coord = x_coord.reshape(-1, 2) 

            mean_x_coord = np.mean(grouped_x_coord, axis=1) 

            final_x_coord = mean_x_coord - base_x_coord_32 

            # print(base_x_coord_32, mean_x_coord, final_x_coord) 

            # exit(-1) 

            return (final_x_coord) 

        elif coord_axis == 'y': 

            col_type = 1 
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            base_y_coord = np.loadtxt(base_coord_file, 

usecols=(col_type)) 

            base_y_coord_32 = np.delete(base_y_coord, np.s_[0::2], 

0) 

            # print(base_y_coord_32) 

            y_coord = np.loadtxt(coord_file, usecols=(col_type)) 

            grouped_y_coord = y_coord.reshape(-1, 2) 

            mean_y_coord = np.mean(grouped_y_coord, axis=1) 

            # print(mean_y_coord) 

            final_y_coord = mean_y_coord - base_y_coord_32 

            return (final_y_coord) 

 

 

    def find_string_in_file(string_search): 

        line_number = 0 

        with open(base_feb_file, 'r') as read_obj: 

            for line in read_obj: 

                if string_search in line: 

                    ln = line_number 

                line_number += 1 

        return(ln) 

 

 

    #Copies original text over to a copy file for editing and 

modifying 

    with open(base_feb_file, 'r') as f: 

        with open(new_feb_file, 'w+') as f1: 

            for base_line in f: 

                f1.write(base_line) 

 

 

    #Overwrite displacement with deformed displacement 

    def overwrite_line(axis, edit_line_number,number_string): 

        unmod_file = open(new_feb_file, 'r+') 

        line = unmod_file.readlines() 
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        old_line = line[edit_line_number] 

        new_line = old_line.replace( 

            '>1', 

            

'>{}'.format(calculate_coord_differences(axis)[number_string - 1]), 

            -1 

        ) 

        line[edit_line_number] = new_line 

        mod_file = open(new_feb_file, 'w+') 

        mod_file.writelines(line) 

        mod_file.close() 

        return 

 

    #change the prev_itr's into abs_itr's to fo absolute 

calculations 

    def overwrite_log_line(edit, type): 

        unmod_file = open(new_feb_file, 'r+') 

        line = unmod_file.readlines() 

        old_line = line[edit] 

        if type == 'xyz': 

            new_line = old_line.replace( 

                name + '_{}'.format(str(abs_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_feb_xyz.txt', 

                name + '_{}'.format(str(new_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_feb_xyz.txt', 

                -1 

            ) 

        elif type == 'displacement': 

            new_line = old_line.replace( 

                name + '_{}'.format(str(abs_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_xy_displacement.txt', 

                name + '_{}'.format(str(new_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_xy_displacement.txt', 

                -1 

            ) 

        elif type == 'p1': 
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            new_line = old_line.replace( 

                name + '_{}'.format(str(abs_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_p1_strain.txt', 

                name + '_{}'.format(str(new_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_p1_strain.txt', 

                -1 

            ) 

        line[edit] = new_line 

        mod_file = open(new_feb_file, 'w+') 

        mod_file.writelines(line) 

        mod_file.close() 

        return 

 

 

    def write_coord_changes(): 

        number_string = 1 

        while number_string <= 32: 

            set_axis = 'x' 

            editing_line = find_string_in_file( 

                '<bc name="PrescribedDisplacement%s_%s" 

type="prescribe" node_set="PrescribedDisplacement%s_%s">' 

                %(str(number_string).zfill(2), set_axis, 

str(number_string).zfill(2), set_axis)) + 2 

            overwrite_line(set_axis, editing_line, number_string) 

 

            set_axis = 'y' 

            editing_line = find_string_in_file( 

                '<bc name="PrescribedDisplacement%s_%s" 

type="prescribe" node_set="PrescribedDisplacement%s_%s">' 

                %(str(number_string).zfill(2), set_axis, 

str(number_string).zfill(2), set_axis)) + 2 

            overwrite_line(set_axis, editing_line, number_string) 

 

            number_string += 1 

 

        log_line = find_string_in_file('<logfile>') 
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        # log_node_displacement_line = 

find_string_in_file('<logfile>') + 2 

        overwrite_log_line(log_line + 1, 'xyz') 

        overwrite_log_line(log_line + 2, 'displacement') 

        overwrite_log_line(log_line + 3, 'p1') 

 

 

    write_coord_changes() 

 

    print('prescribed_nodes calculated and replaced!') 
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Appendix K: Different nodal displacement python script used for 

wound healing experiments 

The displacement calculation script for the wound healing experiment differs slightly from the 

tumoursphere experiment, due to its different shape and constraints placed on the PD nodes. 

 

base_coord_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(3) + '_' + 

str(new_itr).zfill(3) + '_v2altered_prescribed_coordinates.xyz' 

coord_file = name + '_' + str(new_itr).zfill(3) + '_hmf.xyz' 

base_feb_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(3) + '_' + 

str(new_itr).zfill(3) + '_v2.feb' 

new_feb_file = name + '_' + str(prev_itr).zfill(3) + '_' + 

str(new_itr).zfill(3) + '_v2_hmf.feb' 

 

 

def calculate_coord_differences(coord_axis): 

    if coord_axis == 'x': 

        col_type = 0 

        base_x_coord = np.loadtxt(base_coord_file, 

usecols=(col_type))#[0:100:2] #use xy coordinates at z=30 as it 

seems more representative of the target points 

        base_x_coord_32 = np.delete(base_x_coord, np.s_[0::2], 0) 

#remove duplicates and only use the 

        x_coord = np.loadtxt(coord_file, 

usecols=(col_type))#[1:101:2] #use xy coordinates at z=30 as it 

seems more representative of the target points 

        grouped_x_coord = x_coord.reshape(-1, 2) 

        mean_x_coord = np.mean(grouped_x_coord, axis=1) 

        final_x_coord = mean_x_coord - base_x_coord_32 

        # final_x_coord = x_coord - base_x_coord 

        return final_x_coord 

    elif coord_axis == 'y': 

        col_type = 1 

        base_y_coord = np.loadtxt(base_coord_file, 

usecols=(col_type))#[0:100:2] 
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        base_y_coord_32 = np.delete(base_y_coord, np.s_[0::2], 0) 

        # print(base_y_coord_32) 

        y_coord = np.loadtxt(coord_file, 

usecols=(col_type))#[0:100:] 

        grouped_y_coord = y_coord.reshape(-1, 2) 

        mean_y_coord = np.mean(grouped_y_coord, axis=1) 

        # print(mean_y_coord) 

        final_y_coord = mean_y_coord - base_y_coord_32 

        # final_y_coord = final_y_coord/final_y_coord 

        # final_y_coord[-1] = 1 

        return final_y_coord 

 

 

def find_string_in_file(string_search): 

    line_number = 0 

    global ln 

    ln = 0 

    with open(base_feb_file, 'r') as read_obj: 

        for line in read_obj: 

            if string_search in line: 

                ln = line_number 

            line_number += 1 

    return ln 

 

 

#Copies original text over to a copy file for editing and modifying 

with open(base_feb_file, 'r') as f: 

    with open(new_feb_file, 'w+') as f1: 

        for base_line in f: 

            f1.write(base_line) 

 

 

#Overwrite displacement with deformed displacement 

def overwrite_line(axis, edit_line_number,number_string): 
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    unmod_file = open(new_feb_file, 'r+') 

    line = unmod_file.readlines() 

    old_line = line[edit_line_number] 

    if axis == 'x': 

        new_line = old_line.replace( 

            '>1', 

            

'>{}'.format(calculate_coord_differences(axis)[number_string - 1]), 

            -1 

        ) 

    if axis == 'y': 

        new_line = old_line.replace( 

            '>1', 

            '>0', 

            -1 

        ) 

    line[edit_line_number] = new_line 

    mod_file = open(new_feb_file, 'w+') 

    mod_file.writelines(line) 

    mod_file.close() 

    return 

 

#change the prev_itr's into abs_itr's to fo absolute calculations 

def overwrite_log_line(edit, type): 

    unmod_file = open(new_feb_file, 'r+') 

    line = unmod_file.readlines() 

    old_line = line[edit] 

    if type == 'xyz': 

        new_line = old_line.replace( 

            name + '_{}'.format(str(prev_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_feb_xyz.txt', 

            name + '_{}'.format(str(new_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_feb_xyz.txt', 

            -1 

        ) 
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    elif type == 'displacement': 

        new_line = old_line.replace( 

            name + '_{}'.format(str(prev_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_xy_displacement.txt', 

            name + '_{}'.format(str(new_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_xy_displacement.txt', 

            -1 

        ) 

    elif type == 'p1': 

        new_line = old_line.replace( 

            name + '_{}'.format(str(prev_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_p1_strain.txt', 

            name + '_{}'.format(str(new_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_p1_strain.txt', 

            -1 

        ) 

    elif type == 'p2': 

        new_line = old_line.replace( 

            name + '_{}'.format(str(prev_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_p2_strain.txt', 

            name + '_{}'.format(str(new_itr).zfill(2)) + 

'_p2_strain.txt', 

            -1 

        ) 

    line[edit] = new_line 

    mod_file = open(new_feb_file, 'w+') 

    mod_file.writelines(line) 

    mod_file.close() 

    return 

 

 

def write_coord_changes(): 

    number_string = 1 

    count = len(calculate_coord_differences('x')) 

    while number_string <= count:  #12 for squares, 32 for sphere 

        set_axis = 'x' 
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        editing_line = find_string_in_file( 

            '<bc name="PrescribedDisplacement%s_%s" type="prescribe" 

node_set="PrescribedDisplacement%s_%s">' 

            %(str(number_string).zfill(2), set_axis, 

str(number_string).zfill(2), set_axis)) + 2 

        overwrite_line(set_axis, editing_line, number_string) 

 

        set_axis = 'y' 

        editing_line = find_string_in_file( 

            '<bc name="PrescribedDisplacement%s_%s" type="prescribe" 

node_set="PrescribedDisplacement%s_%s">' 

            %(str(number_string).zfill(2), set_axis, 

str(number_string).zfill(2), set_axis)) + 2 

        overwrite_line(set_axis, editing_line, number_string) 

 

        number_string += 1 

 

    log_line = find_string_in_file('<logfile>') 

    # log_node_displacement_line = find_string_in_file('<logfile>') 

+ 2 

    overwrite_log_line(log_line + 1, 'xyz') 

    overwrite_log_line(log_line + 2, 'displacement') 

    overwrite_log_line(log_line + 3, 'p1') 

    overwrite_log_line(log_line + 4, 'p2') 

 

 

# print(calculate_coord_differences('x')) 

# print(calculate_coord_differences('y')) 

write_coord_changes() 
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Appendix L: Python batch script used to run all the scripts in 

sequence 

This script imports and runs all the python scripts above in sequence, as well as it invokes 

FEBio analysis through its commandline, in order to automate the FE analysis process. 

 

exp = ‘’ 

itr = [0,1,10,19,28,37,46,55,64,72] 

number = 0 

 

def set_variable(script, count): 

    if script == 'get_node': 

        get_node.name = exp 

        get_node.prev_itr = itr[count] 

        get_node.new_itr = itr[count + 1] 

    elif script == 'hmf': 

        hmf.name = exp 

        # hmf.prev_itr = itr[0] 

        hmf.prev_itr = itr[count] 

        hmf.new_itr = itr[count + 1] 

    elif script == 'calc': 

        calc.name = exp 

        calc.prev_itr = itr[count] 

        # calc.abs_itr = itr[count] 

        calc.new_itr = itr[count + 1] 

    elif script == 'rep_nodes': 

        rep_nodes.name = exp 

        rep_nodes.prev_itr = itr[count] 

        # rep_nodes.abs_itr = itr[count] 

        rep_nodes.new_itr = itr[count + 1] 

 

def automate(counter): 
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    while counter <= (len(itr) - 2): 

        print('Doing {}_{}_{}_v2_redo'.format(exp, 

str(itr[counter]).zfill(2), str(itr[counter + 1]).zfill(2))) 

        set_variable('get_node',counter) 

        get_node.main() 

        set_variable('hmf',counter) 

        hmf.main() 

        set_variable('calc',counter) 

        calc.main() 

        os.system('febio3 -i {}_{}_{}_v2_redo_hmf.feb'.format(exp, 

str(itr[counter]).zfill(2), str(itr[counter + 1]).zfill(2))) 

        set_variable('rep_nodes',counter) 

        rep_nodes.main() 

        counter += 1 

 

#select index of the previous_itr number to start this function 

def single(target_number): 

    print('Doing {}_{}_{}_v2'.format(exp, 

str(itr[target_number]).zfill(2), str(itr[target_number + 

1]).zfill(2))) 

    set_variable('get_node', target_number) 

    get_node.main() 

    # set_variable('hmf', target_number) 

    # hmf.main() 

    set_variable('calc', target_number) 

    calc.main() 

    os.system('febio3 -i {}_{}_{}_v2_redo_hmf.feb'.format(exp, 

str(itr[target_number]).zfill(2), str(itr[target_number + 

1]).zfill(2))) 

    set_variable('rep_nodes', number) 

    rep_nodes.main() 

 

automate(number) 

# single(1) 


